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Chapter 1581: Chapter 1,581, absolute dance’s News 1 

 

“I suggest keeping this news a secret for the time being and telling it to Qin Yu in a few 
days’time.” 

This suggestion immediately won the approval of many elders. 

Di Zun said with an angry face, “Don’t you know that my master is very worried about 
Lord absolute dance? ! Yet now you want to hide this news. This… This is revenge for 
kindness!” 

“Di Zun, don’t be anxious. We don’t want this either, but everything is for the sect.”The 
elder sighed. 

Di Zun gritted his teeth and looked at the deputy sect master. There was some hope in 
his eyes as if he was waiting for the deputy sect master’s answer. 

The Deputy Sect Master was silent for a moment. Then, he looked at di zun and said, 
“Go and find Qin Yu. Tell him this news.” 

Di Zun was overjoyed when he heard this. He quickly nodded and said, “Okay, I’ll go 
now!” 

“Deputy sect master! If Qin Yu leaves, it won’t be good news for the Heavenly Cloud 
Sect!”The elder beside him said anxiously. 

The deputy sect master glanced at the elder, he slowly said, “With Qin Yu’s character, 
what would he do if he knew that you deliberately hid the news? “Do you think that our 
relationship, which we had spent so much effort to ease, will be broken because of this? 
“Are you trying to force Qin Yu to become an enemy of the Heavenly Cloud sect again?” 

Everyone immediately fell silent. Yes, with Qin Yu’s temper, if he knew about this 
matter, he would definitely make a big fuss. At that time, it would be self-defeating. 

“For people like Qin Yu, sincerity is the greatest weapon,”the deputy sect master slowly 
said. 

… 



In Qin Yu’s room, he was absorbing the great Yue fruit with his eyes slightly closed. 

“Master, there’s News!”At this moment, Di Zun pushed the door open and said 
breathlessly. 

Qin Yu slowly opened his eyes and said, “What News?” 

“News about Master Jue Wu!”Di Zun said. 

Hearing this, Qin Yu suddenly stood up. 

He almost instantly came in front of Di zun and said anxiously, “How is it? where is Jue 
Wu Now? How is her condition now?” 

Di Zun wiped his sweat and said, “I don’t know the specific situation. I only know that 
Jue Wu is at Qu Zhu’s place.” 

“Qu Zhu?”Qin Yu was stunned. 

He had actually forgotten about this person! 

Before Qin Yu left, he had told Qu Zhu to keep an eye on Jue Wu. Now that Jue Wu 
had an accident, she should be at his place. 

“The entire wind bamboo mountain has been sealed by the secret technique. Our 
people can’t get in, so we don’t really know how Lord Jue Wu is,”said Di Zun. 

Qin Yu nodded. He took a deep breath and said, “Di Zun, tell the deputy sect master 
that I have gone to the wind bamboo mountain.” 

Di Zun opened his mouth as if he wanted to say something, but in the end, he smiled 
and said, “Alright, I got it.” 

Qin Yu did not stay any longer. All he could think about was Jue Wu. He immediately 
left the Heavenly Cloud sect. 

The Moment Qin Yu left the Heavenly Cloud sect, the two godly monarchs hiding in the 
dark also discovered Qin Yu’s figure. 

“This kid… has finally come out.”One of the godly monarchs said with a sneer. 

“We have waited for him for so long. It’s time to send him on his way…”the other godly 
monarch said with a sinister tone. 

With that said, the two immediately planned to pursue Qin Yu. 



However, Qin Yu was too anxious at that moment. He did not even summon the godly 
eagle. Instead, he stepped on the line word formula and sped towards the wind bamboo 
mountain! 

Seeing the speed at which Qin Yu disappeared in the blink of an eye, the two godly 
monarchs were immediately stunned. 

“How… how can he be so fast?”One of the godly monarchs asked. 

“Could it be that he knows that we are hiding in the Dark?”The other godly monarch 
asked in puzzlement. 

The two of them never expected that they would not be able to catch up to Qin Yu at all! 

“Follow his internal Qi and continue searching. We must not let him escape.” 

The two of them hit it off and immediately followed Qin Yu’s direction. 

At this moment, Qin Yu was desperately rushing towards the wind bamboo mountain. 

The wind bamboo mountain was not far from the Heavenly Cloud sect. After all, that 
was where Qu Zhu lived. Naturally, he would choose an excellent place. 

Qin Yu relied on the line word formula to speed along the way. In just half a day, he had 
arrived at the wind bamboo mountain. 

Wind Bamboo Mountain was a mountain, but it was actually a manor. 

The entire manor was enveloped by a dense internal QI. This internal Qi seemed 
gentle, but it could unleash a fatal blow at any time. 

Qin Yu stood at the entrance, adjusting his internal Qi. 

He took a deep breath and planned to inform Qu Zhu, but qu Zhu seemed to have 
already known Qin Yu’s arrival. The internal Qi around him began to disappear, and 
everything became clear. 

“Come in.” 

Qu Zhu’s voice came leisurely, extremely hollow. 

Qin Yu did not dare to delay any longer. He quickly walked into the wind bamboo 
mountain. 

Inside the mountain, Qin Yu quickly walked over while instructing qu Zhu’s internal Qi. 



At this moment, Qu Zhu was sitting on a stone table drinking wine. He looked quite 
relaxed. 

Qin Yu quickly walked over and asked anxiously, “Big Brother Qu Zhu, how is Jue Wu?” 

Qu Zhu put down the wine flask in his hand and sighed slightly. He said, “She can be 
considered to have saved her life, but the situation is not good.” 

Qin Yu’s expression changed and he hurriedly asked, “Where is she now?” 

Qu Zhu pointed to a bamboo house not far away and said, “Follow me.” 

The two of them walked towards the bamboo house, and the door was violently pushed 
open by Qin Yu. 

On the bamboo bed, the extremely young Jue Wu was lying with her eyes slightly 
closed. 

Many of her bones were damaged, and her internal Qi was also extremely unstable. It 
was unknown how many of her meridians were damaged. 

Compared to Jue Wu’s injuries, the injuries of the deputy sect leader were not worth 
mentioning. 

“Jue Wu!”Qin Yu walked over quickly. He half-squatted beside Jue Wu’s bed, and his 
expression was extremely ugly! 

Qin Yu raised his palm and tried to transmit internal Qi to Jue Wu, but he found that it 
was useless! 

What made Qin Yu feel the most despair was that he was unable to find out where Jue 
Wu’s injuries were! 

“Don’t worry, she won’t die. It’s just that… she has temporarily lost consciousness. In 
other words, the current Jue Wu is a living dead person,”qu Zhu said from the side. 

Qin Yu’s expression became even uglier. Anger filled his chest, and his entire body was 
trembling slightly. 

“Is there any way?”Qin Yu suppressed his anger and looked at Qu Zhu. 

Qu Zhu shook his head and said, “There shouldn’t be any way in the South Province. 
We can only place our hopes on the Central Province.” 

The Central Province? 



That’s right! That was the gathering place of all the heroes in the world! All the top 
alchemists were in the Central Province! 

However, it was simply unrealistic to go to the central province at this moment. 

“How long can she maintain this state? How long can she live?”Qin Yu asked with a 
cold expression. 

Qu Zhu said in a low voice, “A year.” 

Qin Yu took a deep breath and said, “I understand…” 

Following that, he lowered his head and looked at Jue Wu. 

At this moment, Jue Wu seemed to be asleep. Her exquisite and pure face made 
people involuntarily feel heartache upon seeing it. 

“Godly monarch of the northern lands…”Qin Yu whispered this name. 

A moment later, he raised his head to look at Qu Zhu and said coldly, “I want to send a 
challenge to the godly monarch of the northern lands.” 

Chapter 1582: The 1500th and 12th chapter faced the two godly monarchs 

 

Upon hearing Qin Yu’s words, Qu Zhu could not help but raise his brows. 

Challenging the godly monarchs of the northern lands? This was simply a pipe dream. 

“Do you know how powerful the godly monarchs of the northern lands are? They are 
half-step void-level characters. Even Jue Wu lost to them,”said Qu Zhu. 

Qin Yu said coldly, “So what? Give me some time. I will kill them sooner or later.” 

Qu Zhu spread his hands and said, “There are four godly monarchs in the northern 
lands. Each one of them is extremely powerful. You are undoubtedly using an egg to 
strike a rock by issuing a challenge to them.” 

“I know you want to take revenge for Jue Wu, but this is not how revenge works.” 

Qin Yu took a deep breath. He looked at Qu Zhu and said with a smile, “Brother Qu 
Zhu, I understand, but I will not change my mind. The two of them must die. They must 
die by my hands.” 

Seeing this, Qu Zhu didn’t say anything more. He only advised Qin Yu to be careful. 



“Brother Qu Zhu, I’ll leave Juewu to you for now,”Qin Yu looked at Qu Zhu and said. 

Qu Zhu grunted in gratitude. He sighed and said, “I already blame myself for letting her 
suffer such a serious injury.” 

Qin Yu sighed silently. He looked at Juewu lying on the bed and felt an indescribable 
pain in his heart. 

Although Jue Wu was already hundreds of years old, her appearance and figure always 
made people feel that she was a little girl. This also made people feel pity for her. 

That day, Qin Yu was not in a hurry to leave. Instead, he stayed by Jue Wu’s side and 
observed her physical condition. 

Unfortunately, with Qin Yu’s ability, he could not detect anything. 

At night. 

Qu Zhu walked into the room. 

He sat beside Qin Yu and said casually, “Qin Yu, do you think that the battle between 
the northern lands and the southern region is a coincidence?” 

Qin Yu looked at Qu Zhu and shook his head. “Of course not. The northern lands have 
been coveting the Southern Region for a long time.” 

Qu Zhu drank a mouthful of wine and continued, “Who do you think is playing this game 
of chess?” 

Qin Yu was stunned. He asked in puzzlement, “Brother Qu Zhu, what does this mean?” 

Qu zhu sighed slightly, “I always feel that everything seems to be premeditated. It’s as if 
someone is deliberately provoking this battle.” 

“Although the southern region is rich, the western and eastern regions are more 
prosperous than the southern region. The experts of the southern region even surpass 
the western and eastern regions.” 

As he said this, qu Zhu paused for a moment. He looked at Qin Yu and said, “You must 
know that back then, there was a saying in the entire Li region that the death river 
obstructed the heavenly cloud sect’s footsteps.” 

Qin Yu was stunned. He said with some surprise, “Is the sect master of the Heavenly 
Cloud sect so strong?” 

Qu Zhu smiled without saying anything, but the meaning was already very obvious. 



“No matter how you look at it, the southern region is definitely not the best choice for the 
northern lands.”Qu Zhu drank a mouthful of wine. 

Qin Yu said in a deep voice, “Could it be… that people from the other two places are 
trying to sow discord?” 

In response to this, Qu Zhu did not answer and only shook his head. 

When Qin Yu continued to ask questions, qu Zhu did not say a word. 

He stood up and stretched his back, he said, “I’m not interested in these things. I only 
want to live my own life. Perhaps this may seem a little selfish to you, but this is my 
character. I will never be as righteous as Xiao Hai.” 

“Alright, I should go and rest.” 

After saying this, qu Zhu pushed the door open and walked out. 

Qin Yu was confused by his words, but for some reason, he felt that Qu Zhu was hinting 
at something. 

Qin Yu did not sleep for the whole night. 

The next day. 

Qin Yu said goodbye to Qu Zhu and left. 

Qin Yu had more important things to do at the moment. He took out the note that Xiao 
Hai handed to him and read it carefully. 

There were some materials written on the slip of paper. These materials were not 
common, so it would not be easy to gather them. 

After thinking about it, Qin Yu finally decided to find Zhuo Jing and ask him for help. 

Just as Qin Yu left wind bamboo mountain, the two godly monarchs of the northern 
lands had already descended. 

They hid in the dark and silently observed Qin Yu’s movements. 

But this time, they were not in a hurry to make a move. Instead, they silently followed 
behind. 

The reason was because this was the southern prefecture. Ever since the battle with 
the sect master of the Tianyun sect, they had become much more cautious. 



Qin Yu summoned the Godly Eagle. He sat on the back of the Godly Eagle and rushed 
towards the Zhuo family. 

On the way, Qin Yu sat cross-legged and slowly absorbed the spiritual Qi from the 
surroundings. 

Now, Qin Yu’s state of mind had greatly improved. In addition to the great Yue fruit, his 
experience during this period of time had also allowed Qin Yu to gain more insights into 
the Great Dao of Heaven and earth. 

Below, the number of cultivators in the northern lands had increased, and they could be 
seen almost everywhere. 

The originally peaceful Southern Region had now become a land of war. 

Seeing this scene, Qin Yu couldn’t help but sigh in his heart. 

At this moment, the space in front of Qin Yu suddenly fluctuated, spreading out in all 
directions like water ripples. 

In the next second, a crack appeared in the space. 

Seeing this scene, Qin Yu’s expression changed slightly. He looked warily at the space 
in front of him, and his internal Qi instantly rose to the maximum. 

Very quickly, two figures walked out from the space. 

These two were none other than the two great godly monarchs of the northern lands 
who had been following behind Qin Yu All this while! 

They looked down at Qin Yu from above. Their terrifying internal Qi surrounded their 
surroundings, making people feel apprehensive. 

Even Qin Yu felt a powerful pressure. 

“Who are you people?”Qin Yu said coldly. 

The two said with some amusement, “The people who killed you.” 

Qin Yu narrowed his eyes slightly and said, “Are you people from the northern lands?” 

“Hahahahaha! That’s right. We are the godly monarchs of the northern lands. You have 
killed so many people from the northern lands. Today is the Day You Die!”The two godly 
monarchs said coldly. 



Upon hearing these words, a trace of anger immediately surged on Qin Yu’s face. The 
killing intent on his body was extremely cold! 

This pure killing intent made the two godly monarchs feel a hint of surprise! 

“You are the godly monarchs of the northern lands?”Qin Yu said coldly. 

“Why? Do You Know Us?”The two said with some surprise. 

Qin Yu clenched his teeth. He clenched his fists and said coldly, “You were the ones 
who injured Jue Wu?” 

“Oh? Injured? She actually didn’t die?”The two godly monarchs could not help but be 
surprised when they heard this. 

Upon hearing this affirmative answer, Qin Yu immediately could not hold it in any 
longer. 

A terrifying golden light emanated from his entire body. The blazing temperature swept 
out in all directions! 

At this moment, Qin Yu was like a small sun. The golden light constantly surged in all 
directions, forming a stark contrast with the ice-cold killing intent on his body! 

Below, many people were shocked by this scene. They raised their heads to look at Qin 
Yu. 

“Who’s up there? What’s with that radiance?” 

“HMM? Is this another sun?” 

“No, that’s Qin Yu! It’s Qin Yu’s Radiance!” 

Chapter 1583: Chapter 1,583, meet the godly monarch! 1 

 

Very quickly, someone recognized Qin Yu! The radiance on his body was too powerful. 
Everyone knew that the Golden Radiance came from Qin Yu! 

And the northern cultivators below also recognized the identities of the two godly 
monarchs. 

Seeing the two godly monarchs, they immediately said excitedly, “It’s the godly 
monarch! They actually came to the South Province!” 



“Haha, with The Godly Monarch making a move, that Qin Yu is nothing!” 

“F * ck you! Qin Yu will definitely rip off the head of Your BULLSH * T godly 
monarch!”The cultivators of the southern region were not willing to be outdone and 
immediately cursed back. 

Because of the appearance of Qin Yu and the godly monarch, the morale of the 
cultivators of the southern region and the northern region was greatly boosted, and a 
great battle was about to break out. 

Above them, Qin Yu was trembling slightly due to his anger. 

The internal Qi on his body was even more terrifying! 

Such an internal Qi made even the two godly monarchs sigh. 

“Your strength is above the eternal limit,”one of the godly monarchs commented. 

“No wonder Sima Bei wanted to get rid of you,”the other godly monarch said 
indifferently. 

Qin Yu looked at the two of them coldly and said, “I also want to experience your so-
called godly monarch… you actually used such a heavy hand against absolute dance. 
I… Will definitely not let you off!” 

After an explosive shout, Qin Yu took the initiative to attack. His hand clenched into a 
golden fist and instantly smashed towards the two of them! 

The godly monarch raised his arm and placed it horizontally in front of him, allowing Qin 
Yu’s fist to smash onto his body. 

“Boom!” 

After a loud sound, the godly monarch immediately took a few steps back. His arm was 
in pain. 

He looked at his arm in surprise. “You can actually hurt me?” 

With that said, the godly monarch looked at the other godly monarch and said, “Move 
aside. As a godly monarch of the northern lands, we have to fight two against one to 
deal with a junior. Isn’t that a joke?” 

The other godly monarch nodded slightly and immediately retreated to the side. 

At that moment, Qin Yu had already thrown a second punch! 



The absolute beginning sacred fist exploded with an extremely powerful radiance on 
Qin Yu’s fist. He had activated the fifth level of the fighting word formula. His fist 
smashed over densely like raindrops! 

And the godly monarch was not in a hurry to attack. He just kept using his palm to meet 
the attack. 

In the blink of an eye, Qin Yu had already thrown out hundreds of punches! 

“Hehe, your strength is indeed not bad, but compared to us…” 

“Bang!” 

Before the godly monarch could finish his words, Qin Yu’s ten thousand spell breaking 
punch had already smashed over! 

That Golden Radiance shot through the sky, and all the dark clouds dispersed at this 
moment! 

A terrifying power exploded on the godly monarch’s palm. With the support of the fifth 
level of the fighting word formula, Qin Yu’s strength was incomparably terrifying! 

The Godly King, who was caught off guard, was instantly smashed into half by a punch. 
The remaining power even forced him back a few steps! 

Seeing this scene, all the southern province cultivators below shouted excitedly! 

“Did you see that? ! Your Godly King was beaten up by our Southern Province Qin Yu!” 

“Haha, he didn’t even have the strength to fight back. Now, he even smashed a palm!” 

“The South Prefecture will definitely win! Qin Yu will definitely win!” 

The shouts from below entered Qin Yu’s ears, but Qin Yu was extremely fearful. 

This was because only he knew how terrifying the power of this fist was. 

With the fifth level of the fighting word formula, the ten thousand spell breaking punch 
had only shattered one of his palms. This was enough to show how terrifying the 
abilities of the godly monarch of the northern lands were! 

The godly monarch looked at his bloody palm and a hint of coldness appeared on his 
face. He felt a little angry deep down in his heart. 

“You actually managed to injure me. You are indeed worthy of being the elite of the 
Southern Prefecture,”said the godly monarch coldly. 



Qin Yu did not say a word. He adjusted his internal Qi to the maximum and was ready 
to attack at any moment. 

“I have really underestimated you. Your abilities have surprised me.”The godly 
monarch’s tone turned colder. 

In the next second, his figure suddenly disappeared. In the blink of an eye, he appeared 
in front of Qin Yu! 

Qin Yu was greatly alarmed. He immediately stepped on the line word formula and shot 
backward. At the same time, Qin Yu raised his large palm and struck out with a mark! 

The godly monarch seemed to have been angered. Facing Qin Yu’s mark, he punched 
out and instantly shattered it. 

In an instant, streams of black radiance erupted from his palm. The radiance was 
densely packed and condensed into a huge hand. Then, it lashed out directly at Qin 
Yu’s body! 

In front of this huge black hand, Qin Yu’s figure appeared extremely tiny. 

Facing such a top-notch expert, Qin Yu did not dare to hide any of his strength. In an 
instant, he used his cosmic form and his huge body shot straight into the sky! 

At the same time, Qin Yu clenched his fist, and his fist, which was like a small mountain, 
met the black palm! 

Boom 

At the instant of the collision, the surrounding area turned into nothingness! 

The hard mountain range was like a piece of paper, instantly shattered, and everything 
in front of him was shifted to flat ground! 

The cultivators of both sides who were fighting below were directly wiped out at this 
moment, and not even their ashes were left behind! 

Qin Yu’s huge body took two steps back. His palm felt pain, and the radiance 
surrounding his fist was showing signs of breaking. 

“As expected of the godly king of the northern lands…”Qin Yu murmured. Ever since he 
stepped into the holy region, he had never seen such a terrifying opponent! 

“You really have some ability,”the godly king said coldly. 

Qin Yu panted slightly, and his eyes became more vigilant. 



No wonder they were able to severely injure Jue Wu. Such ability was truly shocking. 

“Then, how are you going to withstand this move?”The godly monarch raised his head 
to look at Qin Yu, his eyes filled with ridicule. 

He narrowed his eyes slightly and used the same trick again. His large black hand 
turned into a black claw and clawed fiercely at Qin Yu! 

Qin Yu felt an unprecedented crisis in this black claw. His expression changed 
drastically. Without thinking, he directly unleashed the venerable fifth mountain! 

The massive mountain body came crashing down like a meteorite from outer space, 
ruthlessly pressing down on the godly monarch! 

The Black Claw suddenly changed its direction at this moment, ruthlessly grabbing 
towards the venerable fifth mountain! 

The large hand grabbed the venerable fifth mountain, and in the next second, the large 
hand emitted an extremely powerful black radiance. He actually wanted to crush the 
venerable fifth mountain! 

Qin Yu’s expression was horrified. One had to know that the venerable fifth mountain 
had repeatedly saved Qin Yu in the midst of fire and water, but he had never 
encountered such a scene! 

The large hand continued to exert force. The venerable fifth mountain trembled 
incessantly in his hand, but there were no signs of shattering. 

The godly king seemed to have sensed that he could not crush the mountain, so he 
threw it at Qin Yu! 

Qin Yu’s expression changed slightly as he hurriedly shot backward. 

“Boom!” 

The gigantic mountain crashed heavily onto the ground. Before Qin Yu could even catch 
his breath, the palm grabbed at him once again! 

Qin Yu clenched his fists. With a roar, he struck out with his ten thousand spell breaking 
punch once again. A simple and violent force was directed at the large Black Hand! 

Chapter 1584: Chapter 1584, Enlightenment 1 in the great battle 

“Bang!” 



At the instant of the collision, Qin Yu instantly felt a sharp pain in his palm, and the 
layers of golden light surrounding his palm continuously fell off! 

His enormous body took a few steps back, creating large craters on the ground one 
after another! 

“As expected of the strongest person in the northern lands.”Qin Yu’s expression was 
gloomy. 

No wonder the absolute dance party lost to them. The strength of these two people had 
indeed far surpassed that of eternal pole! 

Qin Yu’s expression became colder and colder. His body slowly returned to normal at 
this moment. 

Qin Yu discovered that this godly king did not use any spells at all. In other words, these 
top-notch martial artist did not have any special or fixed spells. 

Other than their trump cards, every time he attacked, he would have a myriad of 
changes. 

This made Qin Yu feel extremely strange. Out of curiosity, Qin Yu did not ask further, 
“Why haven’t you used any strange spells? Could it be that you are not serious?” 

The godly monarch on the other side could not help but be taken aback. Following that, 
he could not help but curse, “You are so nice to hear and so damn studious! Alright, 
then I will let you die a clear death!” 

“The so-called spells are just cultivation techniques created from the comprehension of 
the Great Dao. They are extremely impractical. The great battle is ever-changing. How 
can a few sets of spells be able to deal with it?” 

“A true top-notch martial artist is one who flexibly uses dao technique and spiritual 
power, not borrowing the so-called spells!” 

At that instant, Qin Yu seemed to have comprehended something! 

He even felt that he was on the verge of reaching the middle stage of the mighty figure 
realm! 

“Alright, I’ve already answered your question. It’s time for you to die,”said the godly 
monarch coldly. 

“Wait, I have another question!”Qin Yu suddenly shouted at the godly king. 



A trace of impatience flashed across his face. He said coldly, “I’m here to kill you, not to 
discuss the dao with you!” 

Qin Yu ignored him and continued to ask, “Then why do you have any profound spells? 
This seems to be contrary to your theory.” 

The godly monarch’s face was dark as he slowly said, “If it’s a spell left behind by a 
great cultivator transcending the tribulation, do you want to learn it or not?” 

Qin Yu was startled and quickly said, “I seem to have understood something.” 

“In other words, the creation of spells is also the comprehension of the Great Dao. 
Because the comprehension of cultivators with higher cultivation levels is far above 
yours and mine, so the spells they create are even more powerful?” 

The godly monarch said coldly, “You can understand it this way.” 

Qin Yu said somewhat excitedly, “In other words, the essence of cultivation is the 
comprehension of the Great Dao? Walking along the Great Dao?” 

The godly monarch seemed to be a little irritated by Qin Yu’s words. He looked at Qin 
Yu coldly and said, “Don’t think about these useless things. You are about to die. 
What’s the point of thinking so much?” 

Qin Yu ignored him and said, “No wonder Xiao Hai never used any spells, but each 
palm is extremely dense. Almost no spells can compare to it…” 

Speaking up to this point, Qin Yu subconsciously looked at his own fist. 

“Perhaps I relied too much on the spells left behind by my father… This has indeed 
greatly increased my strength, but at the same time, it has limited flexibility. Over time, it 
has become a bad thing…”Qin Yu muttered in a low voice. 

Qin Yu did not gain much insight into the spells left behind by the Guardian. This was 
because many of the spells were completely unsuitable. At the very least, they were 
unsuitable for the current Qin Yu. 

What he relied on to survive were the absolute beginning Sacred Fist and the ten 
thousand spell breaking punch. 

Although the ten thousand spell breaking punch was created by Qin Yu himself, it was 
in fact a modification based on the absolute beginning sacred fist. Its essence did not 
change much. 

After the godly monarch’s reminder, Qin Yu’s brain seemed to open up in an instant. 
Everything became clear. 



Even the golden glow on his body became increasingly hot! 

“Thank you for your guidance. In order to repay you, I will leave you with a complete 
corpse.”Qin Yu raised his head to look at the godly monarch. 

The godly monarch said coldly, “Reckless Thing.” 

With that said, his body shook and instantly appeared in front of Qin Yu. 

This time, Qin Yu did not panic. He abandoned his inherent thinking and spells and 
raised his fist to swing it! 

At this moment, Qin Yu was surprised to find that the spiritual power in his body seemed 
to be able to be exerted to a greater extent! The power of this ordinary punch actually 
exceeded the ten thousand spell breaking punch! 

“Boom!” 

The godly monarch, who was caught off guard, was instantly sent flying by Qin Yu’s 
punch! 

Seeing this scene, Qin Yu was even more convinced of his own thoughts! 

“The so-called spells must be based on one’s comprehension of the Great Dao. All the 
spells I understand might only be superficial…”Qin Yu muttered softly. 

Qin Yu could not help but feel joy in his heart, but the godly monarch in the distance 
was extremely furious! 

This was already the second time he had been sent flying by Qin Yu’s punch. To the 
godly monarch of the northern lands, this was undoubtedly a humiliation! 

“Alright, don’t waste any more time. This is the southern prefecture after all, in case 
anything happens,”reminded another godly monarch. 

After this reminder, the godly monarch gradually calmed down. 

“Didn’t you want to know the technique? Fine, I’ll satisfy you,”said the godly monarch 
coldly. 

He extended his palm, and a black lotus flower floated out. 

This lotus flower was filled with destructive and suppressive power! The moment it 
floated out, the surrounding space began to distort! 



Qin Yu could tell at a glance how terrifying this spell was. His hands slid, trying to 
comprehend the Great Dao of Heaven and earth. 

A moment later, Qin Yu extended his palm, and a mark instantly shot out from his palm, 
heading straight for the Black Lotus! 

“Boom!” 

The power contained in this mark fused with the Great Dao, and its power was 
boundless. It far surpassed all the spells Qin Yu had used before! 

There was no other reason. It was because Qin Yu’s previous understanding of spells 
was too shallow, and he relied more on this unparalleled physical body! 

But at this moment, he seemed to understand the true meaning of spells and the Great 
Dao, and the power naturally became even more terrifying! 

Although that was the case, the Black Lotus was, after all, a godly monarch’s trump 
card spell. How could it be shattered by Qin Yu’s Mark! ! 

Although an extremely resplendent radiance erupted at the instant of contact, it was 
unable to shake the black lotus in the slightest! 

Qin Yu closed his eyes slightly as golden light surged all over his body. 

Half a second later, Qin Yu suddenly threw out a punch! 

This punch was still a ten thousand spell breaking punch, but it was greatly different 
from before. Its power had a qualitative change! 

Even the godly monarch not far away could not help but frown. 

He could see that Qin Yu had greatly improved in a short period of time, and he could 
see that the power of this punch was even more terrifying! 

“This child’s comprehension ability… is so terrifying.”The other godly monarch frowned. 

The two of them had only exchanged a few words, but it had actually allowed Qin Yu to 
have such a terrifying improvement! This was simply unheard of! 

Qin Yu clenched his Golden Fist and headed straight for the Black Lotus! 

This was the combination of a true physical body and a spell. It could be said to be a 
true crushing force. Even the two godly monarchs could feel that terrifying strength! 
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The dazzling golden radiance and the mysterious and Strange Black Lotus finally 
collided. 

Everything in the surroundings was instantly torn apart like paper. Everything was 
instantly turned into ashes. 

What kind of terrifying power was this? It could be said to be world-shaking! 

Even in the entire southern province, there were very few people who could withstand 
this technique! 

Qin Yu, who had gained enlightenment, had an unprecedented power of ten thousand 
spell breaking punch. However, that was, after all, the godly king of the northern lands. 
It was the strongest attack of the strongest expert in the northern lands! 

In front of the Black Lotus, Qin Yu was still forced back. 

His body continued to retreat, leaving a long scar on the ground. 

Qin Yu’s entire body glowed with golden light. His internal Qi had erupted to the 
extreme, but he was still unable to stop the Black Lotus! 

Not far away, the two godly monarchs revealed shocked expressions. They did not 
expect that Qin Yu would not be crushed by the Black Lotus in a head-on clash! 

“No wonder so many people think highly of him,”said a godly monarch in a deep voice. 

“But it’s a pity that it’s useless. He’s going to die today. The other godly monarch has 
also arrived by his side. 

Not far away, the black lotus was hovering above Qin Yu’s head, constantly pressing 
down. 

Qin Yu used all his strength, desperately supporting his body, but he was still unable to 
block the Black Lotus. 

He felt as if all the bones in his body were about to be crushed, and even his divine 
sense was being crushed! 

“It’s useless,”the godly monarch said coldly. 

He watched coldly as Qin Yu’s body was crushed one by one. A cold smile could not 
help but appear on his face. 



However, at this moment, the internal Qi on Qin Yu’s body suddenly soared once again! 
The originally dim radiance bloomed once again like a ray of sunlight that pierced 
through dark clouds! 

This was the Beast Spirit Pill! It was the Beast Spirit Pill that Qin Yu had refined during 
his previous experiments! 

Under the enhancement of the Beast Spirit Pill, Qin Yu’s rationality was suppressed, but 
his strength had received an extremely strong increase! 

The Black Lotus was pushed up inch by inch by Qin Yu, and his mouth let out a beast-
like roar! 

“HMPH, it’s a pill,”said the godly monarch coldly. 

“That’s right. This child has indeed consumed some unknown pill, but even so, he is 
unable to resist the Black Lotus,”said another godly monarch. 

Just as they were discussing, Qin Yu, who had consumed the beast spirit pill, had 
indeed improved greatly. However, against the Black Lotus, he still appeared to be 
lacking in strength. 

The difference in strength between the two was simply too great. This godly monarch 
had already stepped into the half-step void-return realm, while Qin Yu was merely a 
newly advanced mighty figure. How could he be a match for the two! 

Rumble.. 

The black lotus emitted rays of black light, and the power became even heavier. 

Qin Yu, who had just had the momentum to counterattack, was now suppressed once 
again. 

If this continued, he was afraid that he would be crushed to pieces by the Black Lotus! 

Under the Black Lotus, Qin Yu’s head was covered in sweat and blood. He gritted his 
teeth, but he was unable to do anything to the Black Lotus. 

“Looks like I can only use that move…”Qin Yu muttered softly. 

He still had a technique that was useless. That was the eight demon transformations 
that Wen Wanji had imparted to him! 

Once this technique was used, it would completely descend into madness, and one’s 
strength would also receive a huge increase! 



Compared to the eight demon transformations, even the effects of the beast spirit pill 
were not worth mentioning! 

Qin Yu originally did not want to use this technique, but the effects of the fighting word 
formula were about to disappear. At that time, he was afraid that he would completely 
become the plaything of the two! 

Not far away, the two godly monarchs were looking at Qin Yu coldly. 

Cold smiles hung on their faces, as if they had already seen the scene of Qin Yu’s body 
falling. 

But at this moment, the golden light under the Black Lotus suddenly emitted a red light. 

The two kinds of lights interweaved at this moment, and a crazy intent surged out! 

“Oh? What is this?”The two godly monarchs said with some surprise. 

With a glance, they saw that the black lotus that was crushing down was actually being 
pushed up bit by bit! 

In the next second, the Black Lotus was instantly knocked out violently by Qin Yu! 

“AH…” 

Qin Yu’s mouth let out a beast-like roar. His scarlet eyes were staring fixedly at the two 
godly monarchs! 

The eight demon transformation was a top divine skill, and it was also a spell that Wen 
Wanji relied on to support himself! 

It was precisely because of this spell that he was able to run amok in the southern 
region, and even the Heavenly Cloud sect did not dare to provoke him! 

In addition to Qin Yu’s line word formula, Beast Spirit Pill, and Divine Dragon Power, all 
the spells surged and overlapped at this instant. The power was unimaginable! 

“Ah! ! !” 

Qin Yu let out an angry roar. In the next second, his figure suddenly disappeared, and 
he instantly appeared in front of this godly monarch! 

The expressions of the two godly monarchs changed slightly. They had already sensed 
the strangeness on Qin Yu’s body. 

The terror of this power made even them feel a trace of fear! 



One of the godly monarchs raised his hand to meet Qin Yu’s fist. However, in just an 
instant, he was sent flying by Qin Yu! 

“Not good!”The other godly monarch seemed to have sensed something. 

He hurriedly shouted, “It’s Wen Wanyu’s eight demon transformations! Hurry up and 
stay away from him!” 

However, how could the mighty godly monarch give up just like that? He got up from the 
ground and said coldly, “So what if it’s the eight demon transformations? Why would I 
be afraid of him! I will definitely kill him today!” 

With that said, the godly monarch leaned forward. His entire body erupted with black 
radiance as he charged straight at Qin Yu! 

At that moment, Qin Yu had already lost his rationality. He was like a wild beast, with 
only the most primitive attacks! 

The two of them engaged in an intense battle in midair. For a moment, there were 
incessant explosions. All of the DAO technique and laws had lost their effects at that 
moment! It was because Qin Yu’s physical body was too powerful. His physical body 
was already sufficient to sever everything! 

When the other godly monarch saw this scene, he could not help but frown. 

“The eight demon transformations indeed live up to their reputation,”he said softly. 

The other godly monarch also sensed that something was amiss. How did Qin Yu’s 
strength increase so much? It was not inferior to his own! 

“Come back. The eight demon transformations won’t be able to hold on for long. At that 
time, he will become a cripple,”said another godly monarch coldly. 

Hearing this, the godly monarch who was in the middle of the battle could not help but 
grit his teeth. In the end, he still listened to his suggestion and shot backward. 

“The eight demon transformations is the Wen family’s legacy spell. Rumor has it that its 
origin is the great Yue mountain. It must not be underestimated,”a godly monarch said 
coldly. 

“HMPH, I really can’t accept this. This child is merely a newly advanced mighty figure. I 
actually did not manage to kill him…” 

“It doesn’t matter. As long as he uses the eight demon transformations, he will be no 
different from a beast without intelligence. Just wait. Before long, he will definitely die.” 



The two of them looked coldly at Qin Yu. Qin Yu, who should have attacked without 
thinking, was now standing there. 

His eyes were suffused with a red light, but under this red light, one could actually see a 
trace of reason! 

This look, and the lack of intelligence of the demonic beast is completely different! 
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Not far away, the two godly monarchs narrowed their eyes and looked coldly at Qin Yu. 

They were waiting, waiting for a Crazy Qin Yu, waiting for a crazy and Brainless Qin Yu. 

But what surprised them was that Qin Yu stood there and did not move for a long time. 

A pair of scarlet eyes were emitting an ice-cold look. 

“Oh? What’s going on?”One of the godly monarchs was somewhat puzzled. 

“Why is he standing there not moving? Shouldn’t the eight demon transformations be in 
a frenzy?”The other godly monarch was also somewhat puzzled. 

At this moment, Qin Yu spoke. 

He said with a nearly hoarse voice, “From today onwards… I, Qin Yu, will fight you to 
the death… Today… I will issue a challenge to you…” 

As soon as these words were said, the two of them were immediately shocked! 

It was not because of Qin Yu’s words, but because of Qin Yu’s reaction! 

He had clearly used the eight demon transformations, how could he still speak? How 
could he still have reason? 

“This… what exactly is going on!”The two godly monarchs were horrified! 

Before they could react, Qin Yu had already used the power of the eight demon 
transformations to turn around and flee! 

Under the augmentation of the eight demon transformations, Qin Yu’s speed was 
extremely fast. The red radiance and golden radiance interweaved like a bolt of 
lightning! 

The two godly monarchs did not have time to think and immediately chased after him! 



“This child actually wants to flee! How is this possible! Under the augmentation of the 
eight demon transformations, how did he manage to maintain his consciousness!” 

“Is this child’s divine sense so powerful that even the eight demon transformations are 
unable to corrode it?” 

The two of them chased while feeling shocked! 

They did not dare to imagine what kind of existence a person who could still maintain 
his rationality under the eight demon transformations was! 

Qin Yu’s speed was extremely fast, and the two godly monarchs also increased their 
speed to the extreme. 

They chased each other along the way, but the two of them could not catch up to him 
no matter what. 

At this moment, a voice suddenly sounded in their minds. 

“The master has summoned us. We must return to the northern lands immediately.” 

This voice caused the two godly monarchs who were chasing to stop in their tracks. 

They looked at each other and immediately frowned. 

“The master actually summoned us at this moment…”their faces revealed 
unwillingness. Their eyes could not help but look in the direction where Qin Yu had fled. 

“I really can’t accept letting him escape just like that…” 

After this battle, both of them clearly knew that Qin Yu’s threat to the northern lands was 
much greater than they had imagined. 

However, no one dared to disobey the orders of the master of the northern lands. 

No matter how much unwillingness they had in their hearts, they could only temporarily 
return to the northern lands. 

“Let him live for a few more days,”the two godly monarchs said coldly. 

Following that, their bodies entered the darkness and left the South Province. 

… 

When Qin Yu woke up again, he had already arrived at an unfamiliar place. 



In a daze, he crawled up from the ground. He only felt a pain in his head, as if he had 
been struck by lightning. 

“This eight demon transformation really lives up to its reputation…”Qin Yu muttered in a 
low voice. 

He shook his head vigorously and then released his divine sense, covering his 
surroundings. 

He could not see any human figures or even any lives in the surroundings. 

“Fortunately, those two people did not catch up,”Qin Yu thought to himself. 

He stood there with a solemn expression. 

The strength of these two godly monarchs was stronger than he had imagined. No 
wonder they dared to run to the Cultivation Mountain to provoke the sect master of the 
Heavenly Cloud sect. 

“However, it’s also good. At least I gained some insights from them,”Qin Yu said in a 
low voice. 

This battle was extremely meaningful to Qin Yu. His understanding of the DAO 
technique had also made a qualitative leap. 

“I’m afraid it won’t be long before I can step into the middle stage of the mighty figure 
realm,”Qin Yu thought to himself. 

Following that, Qin Yu summoned the Divine Hawk. He stood on the back of the figure 
and sped off in the direction of the Zhuo clan. 

What he needed to do next was to gather all the materials needed for Xiao Hai’s array 
formation. 

However, Qin Yu was not familiar with the southern region, so he could only rely on 
Zhuo Jing. 

In the next few days, Qin Yu sat cross-legged on the back of the Godly Eagle. 

It had to be said that this battle had caused Qin Yu’s internal Qi to be almost exhausted. 
If he wanted to recover to his peak, it would probably take some time. 

On the way, Qin Yu slowly absorbed his internal Qi and slowly recovered his body. 

After an unknown number of days, Qin Yu finally arrived at the Zhuo family. 



The Zhuo family was still the same as before. They were singing and dancing as if the 
war in the outside world had nothing to do with them. 

Qin Yu jumped down from the back of the godly eagle and found Zhuo Jing. 

At this moment, Zhuo Jing was in the medicine storehouse. 

When Qin Yu found him, he was sitting cross-legged with many kinds of herbs in front of 
him. 

Seeing this scene, Qin Yu didn’t have the heart to disturb him. He turned around and 
planned to leave. 

“Brother Qin.” 

But at this moment, Zhuo Jing opened his eyes and called out to Qin Yu. 

He stood up from the ground and said with a smile, “Brother Qin, aren’t you in the 
northern lands? Why did you suddenly come to my Zhuo Family?” 

Qin Yu smiled bitterly and said straightforwardly, “I’m here to ask for your help.” 

With that, Qin Yu took out a piece of paper and handed it to Zhuo Jing. 

“These materials are what senior Xiao Hai needs. With my connections and ability, I 
don’t know how long it will take to gather them,”said Qin Yu. 

Zhuo Jing took the piece of paper and glanced at it. Then, he frowned slightly and said, 
“These materials… are not common.” 

“HMM? Is it difficult to gather them?”Asked Qin Yu. 

Zhuo jing nodded and said, “The others are fine, but this Huangji Shenli came from the 
Huangji Mountain…” 

“Huangji Mountain?”Qin Yu was stunned. 

Was it the place where the tribulation transcending stage fell? 

Rumor has it that many great cultivators who had transcended the tribulation had died in 
the Huangji Mountain. Moreover, no one knew the specific reason. 

“In places like Zhejiang, a random stone that falls is probably a supreme treasure, not to 
mention this Huangji Shenli,”Zhuo Jing explained. 



“As far as I know, Huangji Shenli is a divine rock from the Huangji Mountain. It has been 
refined by many years of divine fire. Not to mention the small southern region, even in 
the central region, it is a treasure that is enough to make the various aristocratic families 
take action… “Why would Xiao Hai need this? “As the peak of the southern region, how 
could he not know how difficult this item is?” 

Hearing this, Qin Yu frowned. 

Logically speaking, it shouldn’t be. Xiao Hai shouldn’t have asked him to look for such a 
treasure. 

“Brother Zhuo, is it difficult to go to the Huangji Mountain from here?”Qin Yu asked. 

Hearing this, Zhuo Jing couldn’t help but laugh. 

“Brother Qin, you’re not planning to go to the Huangji Mountain, are you?”Zhuo Jing 
couldn’t help but laugh. 

Qin Yu laughed bitterly and said, “Otherwise, what else can I Do?” 

Zhuo Jing silently shook his head and said, “I think Xiao Hai is trying to lure you away 
on purpose.” 

Qin Yu was stunned for a moment before he shook his head and said, “Impossible. 
What he did is completely unreasonable.” 

“Maybe.”Zhuo Jing did not argue with Qin Yu. 

“How about this, Brother Zhuo, you gather the other materials first. As for this Huang Ji 
Liuli, I will think of a way,”Qin Yu said in a deep voice. 
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Zhuo Jing opened his mouth as if he wanted to persuade Qin Yu to give up, but after 
thinking about it, he only smiled and didn’t say anything. 

“Okay, leave these materials to me. I’ll help you gather them as soon as possible,”Zhuo 
Jing said. 

Qin Yu nodded and said, “Thank you.” 

After explaining this matter, Qin Yu took out the second piece of paper. 

This piece of paper was the one that Xiao Hai asked Qin Yu to look for. 

This person’s name was ye Nan, and the piece of paper indicated his residence. 



According to Xiao Hai, Ye Nan was extremely strong, but he had an extremely strange 
personality. He was extremely harsh and full of bad intentions. It was definitely not an 
easy task to persuade him. 

However, Qin Yu had already made preparations. At most, he would pay something. As 
long as he could persuade him to come out of the mountain, it would be enough. 

Therefore, Qin Yu followed the address on the note and sped towards ye Nan’s 
residence. 

… 

At the northern border. 

Xiao Hai stood by the bank of the Dead River and looked across from him. 

His mind was full of worries, and his eyes revealed a trace of determination. 

“Are you really going to do this?” 

At this moment, an aged voice came from behind Xiao Hai. 

He turned around and saw that the person who came was actually a monk from Hongxi! 

If Qin Yu knew about this, he would definitely be shocked! 

Xiao Hai did not turn around. He continued to look at the other side and said slowly, 
“This is the only way.” 

“It’s not that easy to cross the river of death.”Monk Hongxi sighed slightly. 

Xiao hai sighed and said, “That’s right. All those who cross the river of death are 
injured…” 

The monk of Hongxi was silent for a moment and said, “Why don’t you think of other 
ways? There are many talented people in the South Province. I believe there are other 
ways.” 

Xiao Hai turned his head and looked at the monk of Hongxi in front of him. He said, 
“Once the master of the northern land awakens, who can defeat him? If we don’t kill him 
before he awakens, it will be a disaster for everyone.” 

“So you sent Qin Yu away and dismissed everyone at the border, planning to cross the 
river of death alone and get rid of the Master of the Northern Lands?”The monk’s voice 
trembled slightly. 



Xiao Hai smiled and said, “Yes.” 

“If Qin Yu comes back, will he go to the river of death with you?”The monk in Hongxi 
asked in a deep voice. 

Xiao Hai shook his head and said, “He can’t come back in time. I gave him two difficult 
problems. Huangji glaze is in Huangji Mountain, and no one can find her. Ye Nan has a 
dark and vicious nature, and Qin Yu will never be able to persuade him.” 

Hearing this, the monk of Hongxi couldn’t help but sigh. 

He looked at Xiao Hai and said slowly, “You two brothers are really strange… If your 
brother knew about this, I wonder if he would stop you.” 

“He will definitely stop me,”Xiao Hai said in a deep voice, “So he must not know.” 

At this point, Xiao Hai’s rough palm placed on his mask. 

He slowly took off his mask, revealing an extremely familiar face. 

This face actually looked exactly the same as the sect leader of the Tianyun sect! 

Anyone who saw it would probably be shocked! 

“What he desires is an opponent, what I desire is peace,”Xiao Hai muttered in a low 
voice, as if he was talking about something on his mind. 

“Then why didn’t he go to the Holy Region, why did he stay in the South Region?”The 
monk of the Hon XI asked. 

Xiao Hai said slowly, “Perhaps he was also waiting for the death river to disappear…” 

The monk of Hongxi put his palms together and said, “Then I wish you all the best.” 

After saying that, he stepped on the snow and slowly disappeared into the vast snow. 

If the conversation between the two were to be spread out, it would definitely shock the 
whole world! 

Xiao Hai and the sect master of the Tianyun sect were actually twins! No wonder he had 
been wearing a mask all this time! It was most likely to block this face! 

“I will never let the Lord of the northern lands come back to life…”Xiao Hai clenched his 
fists, his eyes filled with determination. 

… 



On the other side, Qin Yu was speeding towards ye Nan’s residence. 

Along the way, the speed of the Divine Hawk was extremely fast. However, after many 
days of long journey, the Divine Hawk also appeared extremely tired and let out waves 
of mournful cries. 

Qin Yu patted his head and said with some guilt, “I’m sorry. I’ve neglected your feelings 
these few days.” 

The Godly Eagle raised his head and let out a loud and resounding cry. It was earth-
shattering, as if it was expressing its hidden bitterness. 

Fortunately, there was a city below. Although this city was quite remote, it could at least 
let the godly eagle rest for a while. 

Therefore, Qin Yu found a tavern and temporarily stopped there. 

He took out a few pill pills from his pocket and stuffed them into the divine eagle’s 
mouth. 

After eating the pill, the Divine Eagle suddenly looked much more energetic. 

However, these pill pills needed a certain amount of time to be absorbed, so Qin Yu 
could only stop there temporarily. 

Taking advantage of the time when the Divine Eagle consumed the pill, Qin Yu walked 
into the tavern and found a place to sit down. 

He ordered a few dishes and a pot of wine. While eating and drinking, he waited. 

There were very few people in the tavern, and the people eating in the tavern were not 
very strong. 

Perhaps it was because of this reason that this place was not invaded by the northern 
cultivators. It could be considered a pure land. 

“HM?” 

At this moment, Qin Yu suddenly sensed a powerful and strange internal Qi. 

He closed his eyes slightly and tried to sense this internal QI, trying to find the source of 
this internal Qi. 

For some reason, Qin Yu felt that this internal Qi was extremely familiar, as if it came 
from a familiar person. 



Qin Yu frowned slightly. He left behind the spirit coin and slowly stood up to walk out of 
the tavern. 

Following that, Qin Yu followed this internal Qi and shot toward the source of the 
internal Qi! 

As Qin Yu sped forward, the internal Qi got closer and closer, and the familiar feeling 
became more and more obvious. 

Soon, Qin Yu saw a figure in a mountain range near the city. 

The figure was tall and slender, with his back facing Qin Yu. His beautiful hair hung 
behind his shoulders, and the internal Qi on his body was calm and extremely 
overbearing. It was like a lotus flower that could only be seen from afar and not touched! 

“Xiao Yu? !” 

Qin Yu quickly guessed the identity of this person. He hurriedly rushed forward, afraid 
that Xiao Yu would leave! 

Soon, Qin Yu arrived in front of Xiao Yu. 

What surprised Qin Yu was that she was not wearing a mask. Instead, her real face was 
revealed. 

Looking at this familiar yet somewhat unfamiliar face, Qin Yu had an indescribable 
feeling in his heart. 

“Xiao Yu, you…” 

Qin Yu opened his mouth, but for a moment, he didn’t know what to say. 

Xiao Yu just looked at Qin Yu. There wasn’t the slightest emotion on her face, and her 
eyes were empty and cold. 

Ever since Xiao Yu obtained the mask, she was like a completely different person. She 
was no longer as mischievous as before. Instead, it made people shudder. 

“Are You Waiting for me? Where have you been during this period of time?”Qin Yu 
asked as he tried to sense the fluctuations of Xiao Yu’s internal Qi. 

Unfortunately, Qin Yu could not see her strength at all. 

“Qin Yu, so you are here…” 



At this moment, a black radiance suddenly surged in front of Qin Yu. Then, several 
black-robed men stepped out of the void. 
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These black-robed men carried an extremely powerful internal Qi. 

They walked out from the void, clearly borrowing the teleportation formation of the 
northern lands. 

After the two godly monarchs returned to the northern lands, they immediately ordered 
others to chase after Qin Yu. Now, they happened to find traces of Qin Yu here. 

Looking at these black-robed men in front of him, Qin Yu could not help but frown 
slightly. 

He said coldly, “Why? Did your godly monarch escape on his own and send all of you 
here to die?” 

“Escape? The godly monarch only has important matters to attend to. Otherwise, do 
you think you can live to this day?”One of the black-robed men said coldly. 

“That’s right. The godly monarch specially sent us here to bring you back. Are you going 
to follow us of your own accord, or do you want us to cripple you before bringing you 
back?” 

Qin Yu sneered, “Just the few of you? You can come and try!” 

After saying that, Qin Yu looked at Xiao Yu and said, “Wait for me at the side first.” 

Xiao Yu remained silent and only looked at Qin Yu coldly. 

Qin Yu did not care about Xiao Yu anymore. These black-robed men were extremely 
powerful. If they were distracted for even a moment, it was very likely that they would 
die here. 

However, the gazes of the black-robed men fell on Xiao Yu. 

“HM? Who Is this woman? She seems a little strange,”said one of the black-robed men. 

“Her body… has an extremely unique internal Qi.”The other black-robed man took a 
step forward. 



Then, they looked at each other and immediately shouted, “Little girl, are you interested 
in returning to the northern lands with us?” 

Xiao Yu remained silent as usual. 

“HMM? Mute?”The black-robed man frowned. 

Then, he walked towards Xiao Yu and grabbed her shoulder. 

“Xiao Yu!” 

Qin Yu’s expression changed when he saw this scene! 

He was about to move forward, but what happened next stunned Qin Yu! 

Xiao Yu lifted her palm lightly and slapped the black-robed man’s head. 

Before the black-robed man could react, his entire body was crushed and exploded! 

All of Xiao Yu’s internal Qi flowed into her body through her palm! 

Seeing this scene, many of the black-robed men in the northern lands were instantly 
enraged! 

“You’re courting death!”They shouted loudly and rushed towards Xiao Yu! 

Xiao Yu stood there motionlessly. Just as these black-robed men were moving forward, 
her body emitted an extremely resplendent and overbearing internal Qi! 

“Boom!” 

The moment they came into contact, the black-robed men were all pushed back, their 
bodies almost shattering! 

“You…”the black-robed man raised his hand and pointed at Xiao Yu, his face filled with 
terror. 

Before she could speak, Xiao Yu had already lightly slapped her. 

“Boom!” 

Her crystalline palm covered the earth, like a ray of Sunset falling from the sky, 
enveloping everything. 

These black-robed men were instantly smashed into meat paste, even their bones were 
shattered. 



Qin Yu could not help but gulp, staring at Xiao Yu with a dumbfounded expression. 

These black-robed men were extremely powerful. Although they were not as strong as 
the godly kings of the northern lands, they were definitely not ordinary people! 

But now, they were all killed by Xiao Yu with a slap. What kind of strength was this? 

“This… the rate of improvement is much faster than mine…”Qin Yu could not help but 
mutter in a low voice. 

One had to know that Xiao Yu had been on the path of cultivation for even less time 
than Qin Yu! Although it was very likely that she was reincarnated, this speed was a 
little too fast! 

Even an existence like Xiao Hai would not be able to do this! 

“Give me the thing.” 

Finally, Xiao Yu spoke. 

Qin Yu was stunned and said, “What Thing?” 

Xiao Yu pointed at Qin Yu’s spatial magic artifact. 

Before Qin Yu could say anything, the divine picture floated out of the spatial magic 
artifact and landed in Xiao Yu’s hand. 

“Xiao Yu, you can’t take this away from me!”Qin Yu immediately became anxious! 

This divine picture was Qin Yu’s only trump card. If he lost this item, he would definitely 
encounter a great enemy in the future! 

However, Xiao Yu ignored Qin Yu and turned around to leave. 

Qin Yu gritted his teeth and quickly chased after her. 

At this moment, Xiao Yu turned around and gave Qin Yu a cold glance. 

Her eyes contained an extremely strong killing intent. 

This killing intent could not help but cause Qin Yu to be startled and break out in cold 
sweat! 

That look in her eyes was definitely not an act. At this moment, Xiao Yu’s killing intent 
had probably really risen! 



Fortunately, the killing intent in her eyes was quickly suppressed. 

Her figure floated over and stood in front of Qin Yu. 

The current Xiao Yu had an extremely perfect figure. In fact, she was even slightly taller 
than Qin Yu. 

In addition to the powerful internal Qi on her body, even Qin Yu’s aura was a head 
shorter. 

“Early-stage mighty figure…”Xiao Yu whispered about Qin Yu’s cultivation. Then, she 
saw the token hanging on Qin Yu’s chest. 

“Before you enter the return to void stage, don’t go to the Central Plains, and don’t 
come into contact with the Yan family,”Xiao Yu said quietly. 

Qin Yu was stunned and hurriedly asked, “Why?” 

Xiao Yu didn’t answer. She turned around and stepped into the void. In the blink of an 
eye, she disappeared without a trace. 

Qin Yu felt extremely uncomfortable. He didn’t know why, but the Xiao Yu in front of him 
felt very unfamiliar. 

It seemed like what the Mustache Man with the mustache said was right. Once Xiao Yu 
completely awakened, it was very likely that she would forget about him. 

“Reversion void stage…”Qin Yu muttered softly. 

The current Qin Yu was only at the early-stage of the Almighty Realm. How could it be 
so easy for him to step into the reversion void stage. 

For the Holy Region, even a genius would need more than a hundred years to step into 
the reversion void stage. 

Even a monster would need at least a few decades, and this was under the premise 
that the clan would pour in resources. 

However, Xiao Yu did not need to lie to her. Since she said it, it must have made sense. 

Just as Qin Yu’s thoughts were running wild, a bracelet that was flashing with five-
colored light fell in front of Qin Yu. 

“HMM?”Qin Yu was stunned and quickly grabbed the bracelet. 



The bracelet looked extremely ordinary, very much like an ordinary bracelet bought at a 
roadside stall. 

However, this ordinary bracelet emitted an extremely mysterious internal Qi. 

Qin Yu sniffed it. Yes, it was Xiao Yu’s internal Qi, and even… There was a hint of body 
fragrance. 

“This is the magical artifact that Xiao Yu left for me?”Qin Yu thought to himself. 

Qin Yu played with the magical artifact and said in a low voice, “She took away the 
divine picture. This should be my compensation…” 

He was not in a hurry to study this bracelet, but kept it in his bag. 

Ever since he saw Xiao Yu, Qin Yu had suffered a great blow. 

The difference in strength was still hard to accept. 

In addition to Xiao Yu’s last words, it made Qin Yu even more anxious. 

“Reversion void stage…”Qin Yu murmured softly as he walked back. 

… 

The northern lands. 

In the cold ancestral hall, there were a few tokens. 

At this moment, in the ancestral hall, a total of eight tokens were shattered. 

“Eh?” 

Seeing this scene, the faces of the people in the ancestral hall changed slightly. 

“Eight venerables… are dead?” 
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There were four godly monarchs and eight venerables in the northern lands. 

And the eight venerables were the most powerful people below the four godly 
monarchs. 



Although their strength was inferior to the four godly monarchs, they were not to be 
underestimated, even above the eternal limit. 

But such an expert actually died just like that. How could they not be shocked. 

“Qin Yu… he killed the eight venerables so quickly…”the people guarding the ancestral 
hall could not help but reveal expressions of shock. 

“Looks like we misjudged Qin Yu’s strength…” 

“This matter must be reported to the godly monarch immediately. All of you wait here. I’ll 
go report it.” 

These people naturally did not know of Xiao Yu’s existence. They only knew that the 
eight venerables had been instantly killed. 

This was definitely a huge loss to the northern lands. 

… 

Qin Yu rushed back to the tavern. After finishing the remaining food, he summoned the 
Divine Eagle and rushed towards ye Nan’s residence. 

This place was not too far from ye Nan’s residence. On the way, Qin Yu’s mind was 
filled with the words that Xiao Yu had said. 

Do not step into the Central Plains until you have reached the reversion void stage. 

Originally, Qin Yu had planned to think of a way to head to the central plains after 
settling the matters in the northern lands. 

But now, it was as if he had been struck on the head, causing Qin Yu to be at a loss. 

Yan Ruoxue’s figure appeared in his mind. The two of them had not seen each other for 
a long time. This longing buried deep in his heart was tormenting Qin Yu all the time. 

“Central Plains…”Qin Yu muttered in a low voice, a trace of determination appearing in 
his eyes. 

Xiao Yu’s growth speed had truly shocked Qin Yu. 

And the people of Chang Mang, who had arrived at the Holy Region before Qin Yu, had 
probably already made a name for themselves. 

They were all top-notch geniuses and were definitely not inferior to anyone. Who knew 
how many sects would fight to nurture them. 



“It’s time for me to speed up my cultivation,”Qin Yu thought to himself. 

He closed his eyes slightly and began to absorb the spiritual Qi from the surroundings. 

The Secrets of the northern lands also made Qin Yu curious and obsessed. 

Xiao Hai wasn’t the only one who wanted the death river to disappear. Qin Yu was the 
same. 

After a long time, they finally saw a grotto-heaven in the mountain range that filled the 
sky. 

This could be considered a true grotto-heaven blessed land. Not only did it have an 
excellent geographical location, but it was also not disturbed by anyone. 

On the huge stone door, there was a huge “Ye”written on it, indicating the identity of the 
owner of the grotto-heaven. 

Qin Yu jumped down from the Divine Eagle and arrived at the entrance of the grotto-
heaven. 

At the entrance stood two green-faced, fanged people. Their appearances were 
extremely terrifying and ugly, causing people to Shudder in fear. 

The aura emitted from their bodies was even more bizarre than the internal QI. 

This internal Qi didn’t seem to come from a human cultivator at all. 

“Please report that I was sent by senior Xiao Hai to visit Senior Ye,”Qin Yu said politely. 

The two guards at the door glanced at Qin Yu and said coldly, “Mr. Ye doesn’t want to 
see any guests.” 

Qin Yu frowned slightly and said, “Please report that I have something important to ask 
of you.” 

The guard glanced at Qin Yu and said coldly, “Young man, you don’t seem to know the 
rules.” 

Qin Yu was stunned and said, “What rules?” 

The two men sneered and said, “Why should we inform you?” 

Qin Yu was stunned and quickly understood what the two men meant. 

Therefore, Qin Yu took out a stack of spirit coins and handed it to the two men. 



“I’ll have to trouble the two of you to help inform them,”Qin Yu said. 

The two of them knocked the spirit coins to the ground and sneered, “Are you trying to 
send away beggars?” 

“F * ck me…”Qin Yu was immediately enraged. However, he had a favor to ask, so he 
could only suppress his anger and said, “How much do you want?” 

“At least take out a desired babe, right?”The two of them said coldly. 

Qin Yu had no other choice. He could only take out a few pills from the spatial magic 
artifact and pass them to them. 

The two took the pill and examined it carefully. Then, they snorted and said, “Wait here.” 

Seeing this, Qin Yu immediately had a very bad impression of ye Nan. 

As expected, the superior was superior, but the inferior was crooked. 

Ye Nan was probably not a good person. 

A few minutes later, these two extremely ugly people walked out. 

“Go in. Walk straight from here and you will be able to see Master Ye.”The two people 
said. 

Qin Yu did not say much and immediately took large strides into this grotto-heaven. 

This place was a blessed land. The halo passed through the trees and sprinkled down, 
leaving behind spots of extremely beautiful marks on the ground. 

The decorations on both sides were made of natural beautiful jade and divine stone. 
They were extremely luxurious. 

After passing through this alley, one could see an extremely grand residence at the end. 

This was the most luxurious building Qin Yu had seen since he stepped into the holy 
region. 

The entire great hall flickered with a golden color. Although it was a little tacky, it was 
full of heroism. 

A round table was placed in the great hall. The entire round table was black ink in color. 
It was clearly made from the best quality inkstone. 

A middle-aged man was sitting there drinking tea. 



What was shocking was that his tea leaf was actually enlightenment tea! 

Qin Yu immediately turned pale with fright. Just what kind of character was this ye Nan? 
And just how many treasures were hidden in the entire grotto-heaven? 

Seeing Qin Yu walking over, ye Nan waved his hand and said with a smile, “Are you 
guys introduced by Xiao Hai?” 

Qin Yu retracted his divine sense and said politely, “Greetings, senior Ye. I Am Qin Yu.” 

“Oh, why are you looking for me?”Ye Nan poured a cup of tea for Qin Yu. 

Qin Yu was shocked. This was the Enlightenment Tea, a treasure! 

Therefore, Qin Yu lifted the cup of tea in one go. A refreshing feeling went straight to his 
mind! 

“It really is the Enlightenment tea,”Qin Yu said in surprise. 

The effect of the Enlightenment tea was much better than that of the great Yue fruit! 

Ye nan laughed and said, “It’s just the Enlightenment tea. I have many more at home. 
They were all given to me by others.” 

Qin Yu couldn’t help but sigh, “Senior Ye’s background is really shocking.” 

At this time, Ye Nan changed the topic and said, “Since you came to me for help, what 
do you plan to give me?” 

Qin Yu was stunned, then he smiled and said, “I don’t know what senior ye needs.” 

Ye Nan raised his eyebrows. He looked at Qin Yu’s spatial magic artifact and said, 
“How would I know what you have?” 

At this point, he waved his hand and said, “Forget it. Tell me what you want me to do 
first.” 

Qin Yu quickly told ye Nan what had happened. 

“This is a major matter that involves the southern prefecture and the northern lands. 
Senior Ye, please help me out.”Qin Yu cupped his hands and said. 

Ye Nan impatiently waved his hand and said, “Let me see what you have in your spatial 
magic artifact.” 



Qin Yu didn’t think too much about it. After all, it was only right for him to give something 
in return for asking for help. 

Thus, Qin Yu took out all the items in the spatial magic artifact, including the bracelet 
that Xiao Yu gave him, as well as Huang Ji Fo Yan and all the other treasures. 
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Qin Yu placed almost all of his treasures in front of Ye Nan. 

Ye Nan took a glance and quickly saw that the treasures in Qin Yu’s hands were 
extraordinary. 

“Huangji Buddha Flame?”Ye Nan raised his eyebrows and stretched out his hand to 
take it. 

Although Qin Yu was reluctant to part with it, he didn’t say anything and allowed ye Nan 
to take the Huangji Buddha flame in his hand. 

That Ball of flame danced in Ye Nan’s palm, looking extremely demonic. 

And Ye Nan’s eyes were also bursting with excitement. 

Qin Yu said in a low voice, “Senior ye, if you are willing to help, I can give this Huangji 
Buddha Flame to you.” 

Ye Nan stretched out his palm, and the Huangji Buddha Flame instantly disappeared 
without a trace. Clearly, it had been kept into the spatial magic artifact by him. 

This made Qin Yu feel extremely reluctant to part with it. However, the matters of the 
northern lands were more important right now, so Qin Yu could only forcefully endure 
this reluctance. 

After that, Ye nan indifferently said, “A mere Huangji Buddha flame isn’t worth me 
making a move. You also know that I, Ye Nan, don’t lack treasures.” 

Qin Yu frowned slightly and asked, “Then what does senior ye mean?” 

Ye nan said indifferently, “My meaning is very clear. If you want me to help, you have to 
give me more rewards.” 

“But… This is all I have,”Qin Yu said with a frown. 

“Really?”Ye Nan raised his eyebrows. 



Qin Yu didn’t say anything. Of course, this wasn’t true. 

He still had a bronze coffin in his hand, but the divine body in the bronze coffin was left 
for iron egg by Qin Yu. He really couldn’t bear to give it to Ye Nan. 

“It’s true.”After thinking for a moment, Qin Yu finally lied. 

Hearing that, ye Nan immediately said, “How about this? Three hundred miles ahead, 
there is a cave where a demonic beast is sleeping. You bring me its inner core, and I 
will reluctantly agree to it. How about it?” 

“A sleeping demonic beast? Is it very powerful?”Qin Yu asked subconsciously. 

“It’s alright. If it weren’t for the fact that I had something to do, I would have gone to 
retrieve its inner core,”ye Nan said indifferently. 

Qin Yu thought for a moment and felt that this wasn’t a difficult matter, so he nodded 
and agreed. 

“Senior Ye, then I will set off now,”Qin Yu said. 

After saying this, Qin Yu stood up and left. 

He summoned the Divine Eagle and prepared to find this demonic beast. 

After Qin Yu left, Ye Nan let out a light snort. With a thought, he took out the Huangji 
Buddha Flame. 

“In this world, there are still people who come to pay their respects to me. Not Bad,”ye 
Nan said with a smile. 

“Do you really want to help him?”At this moment, Ye Nan’s butler asked. 

Ye nan sneered and said, “Help him? How is that possible? I don’t have the leisure to 
do that.” 

“Then what if he really brought back the inner core?”The Butler said with some 
confusion. 

Ye nan sneered and said, “There are a total of eight caves three hundred miles away 
from here. That place is called the demonic cave. Not to mention that these demonic 
beasts are powerful, even if he really brought back the inner core, so what? “I can find 
an excuse to say that he found the wrong cave and took the wrong inner core.” 

The Butler suddenly came to a realization. He continued to ask, “Then, don’t you want 
to return this Huangji Buddha Flame to him?” 



“Return it to him? When will there be a reason to return the thing that is in My 
Hands?”Ye Nan sneered. 

He handed the Huangji Buddha Flame to the butler and said, “Alright, put away this 
Huangji Buddha Flame.” 

“Yes, Master.”The servant beside him took the Huangji Buddha Flame and slowly 
retreated. 

On the other side, Qin Yu was riding on the divine eagle as he sped in the direction that 
ye Nan had pointed out. 

Soon, Qin Yu was getting closer and closer to that position. At this moment, the figure 
under Qin Yu’s feet was letting out a cry, looking extremely uneasy. 

“HMM?”Qin Yu frowned slightly. As he reached out to comfort the divine eagle, he 
opened his desolate divine eye and looked ahead. 

He saw that in the forest, there were many caves. Each of the caves emitted an 
extremely powerful internal Qi. 

It was this powerful internal Qi that made the divine eagle feel extremely uneasy. It 
trembled in the air. 

It was obvious that ye Nan had lied. The demonic beast in the cave was extremely 
powerful. 

Qin Yu put away the Divine Eagle and walked towards the cave. 

When he arrived in the vicinity, the powerful internal Qi became even more obvious. It 
was almost suffocating. 

What gave Qin Yu the greatest headache was that there were eight caves in front of 
him. In each cave, there was a demonic beast sleeping soundly. 

“Which cave is ye Nan talking about…”Qin Yu could not help but frown. 

There were eight caves in total. Qin Yu had no idea where to start. 

But since he had already come, Qin Yu was somewhat unwilling to go back just like 
that. 

“Since he didn’t say which cave it is, I think any demonic beast should be fine,”Qin Yu 
muttered. 



He swept a glance and finally chose the cave with the weakest internal Qi and Strode 
in. 

The cave was pitch-black, and it could be said that one couldn’t even see one’s own 
fingers. 

Qin Yu stretched out his palm and released the spiritual fire, walking forward with the 
weak flames of the spiritual fire. 

His divine sense went deep into the demonic beast, searching for it. 

As Qin Yu went deeper into the demonic beast, the internal Qi became stronger. The 
cold killing intent emitted from its body made even Qin Yu tremble. 

“Even when it was sleeping, it had such a terrifying killing intent. I wonder how many of 
its kind this demonic beast has killed,”Qin Yu thought to himself. 

Soon, a huge body appeared before Qin Yu’s eyes. 

It seemed to be a sleeping tiger. The stripes all over its body were flickering in the 
darkness. 

The demonic beast didn’t wake up at all when Qin Yu arrived. It was still snoring loudly. 
The deafening snoring echoed in the cave. 

“It really slept like a log…”Qin Yu thought to himself. 

It was likely that this demonic beast had no natural enemies. Otherwise, it would not be 
so careless. 

“I might as well kill it while it is sleeping, so as to avoid alerting the other demonic 
beasts during the battle,”Qin Yu thought to himself. 

Thinking of this, Qin Yu’s body emitted a golden light, and his right fist bulged with veins 
like a dragon. 

Spiritual power gathered on his right fist, ready to explode with the most fatal blow at 
any time. 

But at this moment, the killing intent on Qin Yu’s body startled this demonic beast! 

Its lantern-like eyes suddenly opened, and two beams of light shot towards Qin Yu! 

Qin Yu’s expression changed, and he hurriedly crossed his arms in front of him. 

“Bang!” 



A terrifying force exploded in Qin Yu’s arms, and Qin Yu’s body was directly sent flying, 
crashing into the mountain. 

Large pieces of falling rocks fell down, almost burying Qin Yu! 

Qin Yu hurriedly shot out from the falling rocks. He lowered his head to look at his arms. 
His arms seemed to have been burned by flames and were emitting wisps of white 
smoke. 

Waves of pain came from his arms, and his skin was close to rotting. 
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Looking at the skin on his arm, Qin Yu said in surprise, “Is it poisonous?” 

He shook his arm, and a trace of fear appeared in his eyes. 

Qin Yu’s body was indestructible, but if he encountered such a poisonous creature, he 
would easily fall. 

Facing this demonic beast, Qin Yu didn’t dare to be the slightest bit negligent. 

His body emitted an intense internal QI, shattering all the falling rocks in the 
surroundings. 

Not Far Away, the demonic beast was coldly looking at Qin Yu. Its two fangs flickered 
with an ice-cold radiance in the darkness. 

“Golden Light!”Qin Yu roared, his entire body emitting a golden light as he charged 
towards the demonic beast! 

“Roar!” 

The Demonic Beast roared angrily, and a terrifying sound wave immediately 
approached! 

This sound wave actually went straight for Qin Yu’s divine sense, and even Qin Yu 
couldn’t help but be stunned. 

Taking advantage of this moment of being stunned, the demonic beast instantly 
pounced towards Qin Yu, and its huge tusks headed straight for Qin Yu’s neck! 

“Dang!” 



Two tusks that were like steel blades fiercely stabbed towards Qin Yu’s neck, emitting a 
sound like steel colliding. 

The demonic beast’s fangs were shaken until they were in pain, but only two white 
spots were left on Qin Yu’s neck. 

“Roar!” 

The demonic beast seemed to have been angered by Qin Yu. It raised its head and let 
out an angry roar, slapping its huge palm fiercely at Qin Yu! 

Qin Yu immediately clenched his fist and faced the enormous Beast Claw! 

“Boom!” 

At the instant of the collision, beams of light swept out in all directions, directly 
shattering the cave! 

Qin Yu could not help but take a few steps back, but the Demonic Beast’s claw was 
directly penetrated by Qin Yu, revealing a ghastly white bone! 

“It seems that the Demonic Beast’s strength is not that strong.”Qin Yu thought in his 
heart. 

With Qin Yu’s current strength, as long as he did not meet anyone at the reversion void 
stage, he was not afraid of anyone. 

And the most powerful physical strength of the demonic beast was also somewhat 
insignificant in front of Qin Yu. 

“Shua!” 

At this moment, the Demonic Beast’s eyes emitted two beams of light once again, 
heading straight for Qin Yu’s head. 

Qin Yu did not dare to be negligent. He hurriedly activated the line word formula and 
shot backward, dodging the two beams of light. 

“Other than the two beams of light shooting out from its eyes, it seems that it is very 
difficult for it to hurt me,”Qin Yu said coldly. 

Ever since the battle with the two godly monarchs, Qin Yu’s strength had increased 
once again. Now, facing this demonic beast, it seemed effortless. 

He did not waste any more time. His entire body emitted a blazing golden light as he 
used his physical body to force the demonic beast forward! 



The hair on the demonic beast’s body instantly burst out like poisonous needles, 
emitting a dark radiance. 

This radiance had something in common with the radiance emitted from his eyes. The 
moment he touched it, Qin Yu felt an intense burning sensation! 

“It is indeed poisonous!”Qin Yu stroked his injured arm and said in a low voice. 

“It seems that if I want to kill this beast, I can’t get close to it.”Qin Yu narrowed his eyes 
slightly. 

His mind immediately moved and he raised both his hands. A golden mark was aimed 
directly at the demonic beast! 

It was unknown whether this demonic beast had not experienced a great battle for a 
long time or its divine sense was too weak. It did not Dodge Qin Yu’s mark at all. 
Instead, it opened its bloody mouth and faced it head-on. 

“Boom!” 

The Mark smashed onto its body, instantly knocking it to the ground, blood dripping 
everywhere! 

This was a mark that Qin Yu had casually formed, but its power could be said to be 
endless. Every move and every move of his seemed to resonate with the Great Dao. 

The connection of spiritual power allowed Qin Yu to do as he pleased. In just an instant, 
Qin Yu had already punched out hundreds of times. 

Even though the demonic beast had an unparalleled physical body, it was still pushed 
back by Qin Yu. Its body was covered in blood. 

It let out a miserable and unwilling roar. The young man in front of it caused it to feel 
intense fear. 

However, Qin Yu was no longer a person of compassion. There was no trace of 
compassion in his eyes. Every palm was aimed at the vital points of the demonic beast. 

Golden Light illuminated the heaven and earth. Qin Yu was like an undefeatable war 
god. His fist flickered with an ice-cold and dazzling light, as if it was about to shatter the 
heaven and earth! 

The surrounding caves rumbled. It was unknown how many sleeping demonic beast 
were on the verge of awakening. 



Qin Yu knew that he could not continue fighting at this moment. He had mastered the 
Great Dao and reached the ultimate fusion with his physical body. 

As Qin Yu’s palm struck out, the laws of heaven and earth seemed to fuse together at 
this moment. 

That palm seemed to come from the horizon, vast and mighty, as if it was about to 
sweep over everything in the world. 

The entire demonic cave could feel this extremely powerful will. That aura caused all the 
demonic beasts to feel an urge to worship and worship! This was the internal Qi of the 
Demonic Beast! 

“Boom!” 

Finally, under the Demonic Beast’s terrified eyes, this palm suddenly descended. 

The entire land seemed to have caved in by a few degrees, and a hundred thousand 
feet of dust soared into the sky, obscuring one’s vision! 

Qin Yu felt the Great Dao during the great battle. Spiritual power rose from his heart, 
and its power was boundless. 

The dust slowly fell. In the huge Palm imprint, a demonic beast that was like a fierce 
tiger was on the verge of death. Its internal Qi had already been exhausted to the 
extreme. 

Qin Yu stepped on the void and slowly landed in front of the demonic beast. 

In the Demonic Beast’s eyes, there was a trace of despair and pain. 

It kept panting, as if it was begging for mercy. 

Qin Yu sighed slightly. He raised his hand and gently placed it on its neck. 

With a “Ka Ba”sound, the Demonic Beast’s pain also came to an end. 

This was the only thing Qin Yu could do. Looking at this demonic beast that had lost its 
life, Qin Yu’s heart didn’t feel good. 

“For the sake of the southern region, I can only sacrifice you,”Qin Yu said in a low voice. 

He stretched out his hand that was like a blade and tore open the demonic beast’s 
abdomen. From its body, he took out the inner core. 

This was a dark green inner core. It emitted waves of extremely unique aura. 



Qin Yu put it on his nose and sniffed. He couldn’t help but exclaim, “This inner core… is 
actually poisonous?” 

The Poison on the Demonic Beast’s body was probably because of this inner core. 

“Rumor has it that after refining the Demonic Beast’s inner core, one can obtain a 
portion of the common ability. I wonder if it’s true or false…”Qin Yu played with this 
inner core and thought to himself. 

He didn’t know what kind of effect refining this inner core would bring, but it was worth 
affirming that the effect of this inner core would definitely far surpass that of an ordinary 
inner core. 

No wonder ye Nan asked me to look for this inner core. It seems that he already knew 
that this inner core is different from an ordinary inner core, Qin Yu thought to himself. 

Qin Yu didn’t stay any longer. He put away this inner core and turned around to leave 
the demon den. 

All the way back to the Ye family’s grotto-heaven, Qin Yu passed through the alley and 
walked quickly to Ye Nan. 

“Senior Ye, I brought back the thing you wanted.”Qin Yu flipped his palm and took out 
this inner core. 

Ye nan said in surprise, “You really killed that demonic beast?” 

Qin Yu nodded and asked impatiently, “According to Yue Ning, you can follow me to the 
northern border now, right?” 
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Ye Nan clearly did not expect Qin Yu to really bring back the inner core. His face was 
filled with surprise, but hidden within the surprise was an unspeakable treachery. 

Ye Nan played with the inner core and carefully sized it up, then said, “What a pity, this 
is not the inner core that I wanted.” 

Qin Yu frowned slightly. He had long guessed that ye Nan would say this, but when he 
heard him say it out loud, he was still extremely displeased. 

“Then which inner core do you want? I’ll go and bring it back for you now.”Qin Yu 
suppressed his anger and said. 



Ye Nan casually picked up the inner core and said with a smile, “I have no way to tell 
you which inner core it is. Anyway, it’s not this one.” 

Qin Yu couldn’t help but sneer in his heart. This ye Nan was really cunning. 

“In that case, you will go with me and help me identify it,”said Qin Yu. 

Hearing that, ye Nan waved his hand and said, “That won’t do. I still have something 
important to do. How can I have time to go to the demon cave with you?” 

Qin Yu glanced at the table in front of him and said with a frown, “Aren’t you drinking 
tea? What’s the matter? Moreover, this place is not far from the demon cave. I Won’t 
waste your time.” 

“Who told you that I’m drinking tea? I’m trying to comprehend the Dao!”Ye Nan snorted. 

“Anyway, I won’t agree to it unless you bring back the inner core that I want.” 

Qin Yu gritted his teeth. Although he was extremely displeased, he had to agree to it 
since he did have something to ask of him. 

Therefore, Qin Yu nodded and said, “Okay, then I’ll make another trip. You wait here.” 

After saying this, Qin Yu turned around and walked out of the Ye family’s grotto-heaven. 

Looking at Qin Yu’s back, Ye Nan couldn’t help but sneer. 

“To fall for the same trick twice, you’re really a fool,”ye Nan said sarcastically. 

Then, he took out the inner core and played with it happily. 

“It’s really a good thing, an unexpected gain.”An excited smile appeared on Ye Nan’s 
face. 

He played with this inner core and couldn’t put it down. 

That evening. 

Qin Yu rushed back to the Ye family again. At the same time, another inner core 
appeared in his hand. 

“Take a look and see if it’s this one.”Qin Yu handed the inner core to Ye Nan. 

Ye Nan took the inner core and was immediately overjoyed, but his face was calm. 

He frowned slightly and sighed, “Unfortunately, this one isn’t it either.” 



Qin Yu couldn’t help but clench his fists and said, “Are you trying to play me?” 

Hearing this, Ye Nan immediately slammed the table and stood up. He said angrily, 
“Kid, what did you say? When did I play you?” 

Qin Yu said with a cold face, “I asked you which demonic beast it was and what kind of 
inner core it was. You Didn’t say a word and didn’t know anything. and the inner core 
that I brought back was all taken by you. If this isn’t playing me, then what is?” 

Ye Nan said with a cold face, “Hehe, Kid, you found the wrong demonic beast, and you 
still want to Blame It on me? Since you said that, then I’ll tell you that from now on, the 
price has increased!” 

“What do you mean?”Qin Yu asked in a cold voice. 

Ye nan sneered, “If you want me to go to the northern border with you, I can. I want five 
inner core! Including the two that you gave me just now, you have to give me three 
more!” 

Qin Yu’s expression was extremely cold, and an obvious killing intent appeared on his 
body. 

However, Ye Nan was not afraid at all. He lay on the rocking chair and said indifferently, 
“What? Do you still want to fight with me?” 

Qin Yu took a deep breath and forcefully suppressed his anger. 

If he killed ye Nan now, he might really not be able to gather enough people. 

“Alright, I’ll agree to it,”Qin Yu said coldly. 

After saying this, Qin Yu turned around and walked out of the Ye family grotto-heaven 
again. 

After Qin Yu left, Ye Nan’s butler walked out from the side. 

“Master Ye, if this Qin Yu really brought back three inner core, what would you do?”The 
Butler asked in confusion. 

Ye nan sneered, “Repeating the same trick, I will tell him that I still don’t have the inner 
core I want. In short, I have ten thousand ways to brush him off. Sooner or later, I will 
make him retreat.” 

Then, ye Nan handed the inner core to the butler and asked him to keep it all. 

Qin Yu left this time and didn’t come back for three whole days. 



This made ye Nan almost forget about Qin Yu. The butler beside him said with some 
curiosity, “This Qin Yu can come back one day at most every time. Why did he go there 
for three days this time?” 

Only then did ye Nan think of Qin Yu. He said indifferently, “Needless to say, he must 
have died in the demonic cave. The strength of the Demonic Beast in the demonic cave 
is uneven. I asked him to kill three demonic beasts. The probability of him dying there is 
very high.” 

The Butler suddenly came to a realization. He immediately gave ye Nan a thumbs up 
and said, “Patriarch ye is really mysterious and clever!” 

Ye Nan was very pleased. This time, not only did he get the treasures from Qin Yu for 
free, but he also got a few inner core. How could he not be happy in his heart. 

However, just as ye Nan was excited, a young man walked in from outside. 

He was covered in blood and looked extremely miserable. 

The coldness that he was emitting made people shudder. 

This person was none other than Qin Yu! 

Ye Nan couldn’t help but be a little surprised when he saw Qin Yu returning. 

He sized up Qin Yu from head to toe, then, he said hypocritically, “Aiya, what do you 
think happened? Are you injured? Aiya, if you really can’t do it, then come back. It’s not 
an easy thing to do. Why do you have to get yourself injured?” 

Qin Yu glanced at the blood on his body and then said, “Oh, this is not my blood.” 

With that, Qin Yu’s body shook. The terrifying true energy immediately shook off the 
blood on his body, revealing his undamaged body. 

This could not help but make ye Nan frown slightly. He said in a deep voice, “You really 
brought back the inner core?” 

“Yes,”Qin Yu answered. 

Ye Nan could not help but sneer. 

“It seems that I can only repeat the same trick,”ye Nan thought to himself. 

“In order to prevent finding the wrong demonic beast, I casually killed all the remaining 
demonic beasts. I also brought back all the inner core,”Qin Yu said. 



With that, he flipped his palm, and all five inner core fell into his hand. 

Seeing the inner core in Qin Yu’s hand flashing with different colors, ye Nan could not 
help but turn pale with fright. 

“You… you killed all the Demonic Beasts in the demonic cave? !”Ye Nan could not help 
but swallow his saliva. 

Qin Yu nodded and said, “That’s right, senior ye. This time, you should follow me to the 
northern border, right?” 

Ye Nan frowned. He took the inner core from Qin Yu’s hand, and then his eyes rolled 
around, he said with a smile, “Qin Yu, this inner core is indeed not bad, but I seem to 
have remembered wrongly. The inner core I want does not come from this demonic 
cave, but from a silver leopard in the depths of the green rock forest! So I’ll have to 
trouble you to make another trip.” 
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Hearing this, Qin Yu couldn’t hold it in any longer. 

He looked at Ye nan coldly and said, “Are you playing with me on Purpose?” 

Ye nan sneered and said, “How am I playing with you? My words are very clear. You 
can choose not to go, or you can leave immediately.” 

“Fine, then return my things to me!”Qin Yu scolded angrily. 

Ye nan sneered, “You want to take back the things that went into my pocket? Let me tell 
you, no way!” 

“You… are courting death.”Qin Yu’s body emitted an extremely cold chill. 

Ye Nan also predicted that Qin Yu needed his help, so he was not afraid at all. He 
sneered and said, “Why, do you want to attack me? You can try, I’m not afraid of You!” 

“Moreover, if anything happens to me, not only will you not be able to get your things 
back, no one will follow you to the northern border!” 

At this moment, Qin Yu was almost driven mad by anger, but his mind could not help 
but think of the miserable situation of the northern border and the many cultivators of 
the South Province. 

Therefore, Qin Yu once again suppressed his anger. 



He took a deep breath and said, “How about this? You will first follow me to the northern 
border. After the matter is done, I will give you whatever you want.” 

“Impossible. I Won’t leave until you bring back what I want,”ye Nan said with a smile. 

“This bastard really deserves to die. Give me his body and let me kill him.” 

At this moment, Iron Egg’s voice appeared in Qin Yu’s mind. 

Qin Yu was stunned when he heard the voice. Then, he couldn’t help but be ecstatic! 

“Iron Egg, you woke up at the Right Time!”Qin Yu said excitedly. 

If he had Iron Egg’s help, why would he need this Bullsh * t ye Nan? 

“Phew, I slept so comfortably this time.”Iron Egg’s voice was a bit lazy. 

“I haven’t seen you for a few days. How come you have become more timid than 
before?”Iron Egg said sarcastically. 

Qin Yu said impatiently, “Don’t talk nonsense, you know nothing!” 

“Hehe, I saw it with my own eyes. If I was being so difficult, I would have smashed his 
head with a slap long ago!”Iron Egg snorted lightly. 

Qin Yu raised his eyebrows and said with a smile, “I found a body. It is a divine body of 
the reversion void stage. Sigh, I originally planned to give it to you, but since your 
performance is so bad, I’d better forget about it.” 

“Then hurry up and give me the body!”Heavenly Blood Rainbow said excitedly. 

Qin Yu naturally ignored heavenly blood rainbow. Qin Yu couldn’t bear to give him this 
body. 

In his mind, iron egg immediately said excitedly, “A divine body of the reversion void 
stage? is what you said true?” 

“When have I ever lied to You?”Qin Yu said with a smile. 

Hearing this, iron egg immediately became anxious. He roared crazily in his mind, 
“Quick, give me the body!” 

“That won’t do. Based on your performance, I’d better give it to someone else.”Qin Yu 
stretched lazily. 



Heavenly Blood Rainbow also became anxious. He shouted desperately in the spatial 
magic artifact, “Qin Yu, if you are willing to give me your body, I will agree to anything!” 

Qin Yu ignored Heavenly Blood Rainbow again. He put his hands behind his back and 
quietly waited for Iron Egg to beg for mercy. 

Ye Nan naturally did not know what had happened. When he saw Qin Yu’s expression, 
he could not help but look suspicious. 

“Is this kid stupid?”Ye Nan said with a frown. 

“Kid, if you really don’t want to go to Qingyan Forest, then leave now.” 

Qin Yu did not pay attention to Ye Nan. He was still quietly waiting for iron egg. 

Soon, iron egg’s aggrieved voice sounded in his mind. 

“You… I’m begging you. Give me the body, how about that?”Iron Egg said sullenly. 

Qin Yu snorted, “Is that your attitude? Brother? Who’s your brother?” 

“You’re My F * cking brother, and you’re my father!”Iron Egg said angrily. 

“TSK, tsk, it seems that you’re very reluctant.” 

“… I’m really wrong, brother. You’re my real brother from now on. Give me the body, 
please.” 

“Mm… that’s more like it. But let me tell you, I have already planted a mark in my body. 
If you dare to do anything, I can destroy you at any time!” 

After saying that, Qin Yu’s mind moved, and he took out the bronze coffin from the 
spatial magic artifact. 

Seeing this coffin, ye Nan’s eyes lit up. He said excitedly, “I knew you still had a babe 
on you!” 

After saying that, he was about to put the bronze coffin into his bag. 

But at this moment, Qin Yu grabbed his wrist. 

“This is not for you,”Qin Yu said coldly. 

Ye Nan glared and said, “What? Don’t you want my help anymore?” 

Qin Yu sneered and couldn’t be bothered with ye Nan anymore. 



He slowly opened the bronze coffin and revealed the divine body inside. 

Seeing this body, everyone could not help but be shocked! 

“What a perfect body!”Ye Nan exclaimed. 

“Is this the divine body, the divine body of the reversion void stage!”Iron egg shouted 
excitedly. 

Qin Yu said coldly, “I will release your primordial spirit now. As for how to fuse with this 
divine body, that is up to you.” 

Iron egg said impatiently, “Hurry up, I can’t wait any longer!” 

Just as Qin Yu was about to release iron egg, ye Nan stretched out his hand to touch 
the body again. 

“Divine body? A divine body at the reversion void stage? !”Ye Nan’s eyes lit up, 
revealing an intense greed in his eyes. 

Qin Yu pushed his hand away and sneered, “You have good taste.” 

Ye Nan said anxiously, “Qin Yu, if you are willing to give me this divine body, I will 
promise you. How about it? I can return all the treasures I took before to you!” 

“Damn, this kid is courting death!”Iron Egg was furious and roared crazily. 

“Qin Yu, don’t listen to this bastard. When I get out, I will kill him!” 

Qin Yu looked at Ye nan coldly and said, “I don’t think that’s necessary.” 

After saying that, Qin Yu violently opened ye Nan’s hand. Then, he closed his eyes and 
released Iron Egg’s primordial spirit from his mind. 

A primordial spirit suddenly exploded and instantly floated in the air. 

He didn’t waste any time and quickly entered this body. 

At this moment, the quiet divine body in the coffin began to shake violently. Rays of light 
blossomed on the body! 

Ye Nan could not help but say angrily, “What’s going on? Is there another primordial 
spirit in your body?” 

Qin Yu looked at Ye nan coldly and said, “If you dare to talk nonsense again, I will kill 
you immediately.” 



At this moment, the corpse in the bronze coffin stopped shaking. Everything instantly fell 
silent. 

Qin Yu frowned slightly. He hurriedly walked to the bronze coffin and carefully examined 
it. 

“Damn, you won’t fail, right?”Qin Yu frowned and said. 
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Qin Yu and even ye Nan couldn’t help but approach the bronze coffin. 

Inside the coffin, the body didn’t move at all, and one couldn’t feel the slightest flow of 
internal Qi. 

“Hahaha! Qin Yu, leave this body to me!”Heavenly Blood Rainbow shouted excitedly. 

Ye Nan, who was beside him, also said indifferently, “How is it? In the end, this divine 
body still belongs to me.” 

Qin Yu frowned, puzzled. 

With Iron Egg’s ability, he shouldn’t have failed. Could it be that there was something 
wrong with this body? 

Just as everyone was excited, the body in the coffin suddenly opened its eyes! 

Two beams of light shot out and directly pierced through the ceiling of the mansion! 

The sudden change made everyone extremely frightened, and they all stepped back! 

Soon, iron egg sat up from the coffin. 

He had an extremely evil smile on his face, and his internal Qi was terrifyingly powerful! 

Iron Egg lowered his head to look at his body and said in a low voice, “Finally… I’ve 
finally recovered. I’ve finally regained my freedom. hahahahaha!” 

The crazy laughter shook the entire room, and debris kept falling down! 

Qin Yu was instantly overjoyed. He quickly walked in front of iron egg and said, “How do 
you feel?” 

“Very good, even better than before!”Iron egg grinned, revealing his white teeth. 



His originally delicate and pretty face looked extremely evil under Iron Egg’s smile. 

Qin Yu finally heaved a sigh of relief. With Iron Egg’s help, he did not need to come to 
ye Nan for help. 

Therefore, Qin Yu looked at ye Nan and said, “I don’t need your help now. Give me 
back what I gave you before.” 

However, ye Nan wouldn’t let it go. He sneered and said, “Give it back to you? Are You 
Dreaming? You still want what’s in My Hands?” 

Qin Yu narrowed his eyes and said coldly, “Are you really not going to give it back to 
me?” 

“Absolutely not!”Ye Nan waved his hand and made the worst decision of his life. 

In the next second, before Qin Yu could say anything, iron egg suddenly stretched out 
two fingers, and with a “Puchi”sound, it directly sank into ye Nan’s skull! 

Ye Nan widened his eyes, as if he could not believe the scene in front of him. 

Before he could come back to his senses, iron egg had already pulled out his fingers! 

He grabbed ye Nan’s primordial spirit with his finger, then opened his mouth and 
swallowed the primordial spirit! 

Ye Nan’s body fell straight down, without a trace of life left. 

“I’ve wanted to kill you for a long time, yet you still grumble in front of me…”iron egg 
licked his lips, looking extremely satisfied. 

“This body… is really more comfortable than I imagined. As expected of a divine body, it 
easily penetrated his body…”iron egg said with an evil look. 

Qin Yu didn’t expect iron egg to suddenly kill ye Nan. He couldn’t help but frown. 

According to iron egg, he used to be a killer or a maniac. 

Now that he had recovered his body, Qin Yu was also a bit worried. 

What if Iron Egg had recovered his nature? 

He had said that there was a mark in his body to scare iron egg. With Iron Egg’s ability 
and experience, he would find out sooner or later. 



“Phew.”Qin Yu let out a long breath. Since this body had been given to iron egg, there 
was no need to think too much. 

He turned to look at the stunned butler and said with a frown, “Where are Ye Nan’s 
Treasures?” 

The butler gulped and said, “To… to answer Mr. Qin’s words, part of them are in his 
spatial magic artifact and part of them are in the warehouse…” 

Qin Yu looked down at Ye Nan and saw a bracelet hanging on his wrist. 

This must be his spatial magic artifact. Qin Yu took it off and tried to use his divine 
sense to take out the treasures in the spatial magic artifact. 

Unfortunately, Qin Yu couldn’t use his divine sense to probe into it. 

Obviously, this spatial magic artifact was bound to Ye Nan. 

“It’s broken. I Can’t open the spatial magic artifact.”Qin Yu looked at Iron Egg. 

Iron Egg turned his head to the side, as if this matter had nothing to do with him. 

“It seems that I can only keep this spatial magic artifact for now,”Qin Yu thought to 
himself. 

Without a doubt, the top-tier treasures in ye Nan’s hands must be hidden in this spatial 
magic artifact. 

Then, Qin Yu looked at the butler and said, “Take me to the warehouse.” 

“Yes, yes.” 

The Butler didn’t dare to say anything more. He immediately took Qin Yu and iron egg 
to the warehouse. 

Along the way, iron egg was getting used to this body. He was very satisfied with this 
body. 

The God body and his powerful primordial spirit made iron egg full of confidence. 

Qin Yu didn’t say anything. He couldn’t figure out Iron Egg’s thoughts, and he wasn’t 
sure if iron egg would betray him. 

The three of them arrived at Ye Nan’s warehouse. 

The moment the warehouse was opened, a strange fragrance assailed their nostrils. 



The walls of the warehouse were inlaid with cabinets. These cabinets were made of 
special materials, which could guarantee the nature of the heavenly materials and 
earthly treasures to the greatest extent. 

At a glance, the entire warehouse was dazzling with everything! 

“This little bastard has quite a lot of Babe.”Iron Egg licked his lips, and a hint of greed 
appeared in his eyes. 

Qin Yu and iron egg opened these cabinets. Not only were there herbs in these 
cabinets, there were also some precious materials and incomplete magical artifact. 
There were even top-notch cultivation techniques and cultivation holy items. 

“Damn, this ye Nan is really a living treasure vault.”Qin Yu couldn’t help but sigh. 

Without thinking, he put these treasures into his spatial magic artifact. 

Fortunately, Qin Yu’s spatial magic artifact was extremely unique, and its carrying 
capacity was extremely strong. Even though there were countless treasures in this 
warehouse, it was still easily put in. 

“Even the warehouse has so many Babe. Then Ye Nan’s spatial magic artifact probably 
has even more treasures,”Qin Yu thought to himself. 

At this moment, iron egg suddenly struck out with his palm, directly smashing the butler 
into meat paste. 

“Comfortable. This is the feeling!”Iron Egg’s eyes became even greedier. 

Qin Yu frowned. He looked at iron egg and said coldly, “What are you doing?” 

“Killing people. Why?”Iron Egg said with a half-smile. 

“You don’t have to kill him,”Qin Yu said in a deep voice. 

Iron egg laughed and said, “Do I need a reason to kill people? I want to kill people, can’t 
I?” 

After saying that, iron egg shook his arm and said with a faint smile, “Qin Yu, who am I? 
I have told you before that killing people is my hobby. I can kill whoever I want!” 

Qin Yu’s expression was cold as he looked at iron egg with some vigilance. 

The Way Iron Egg looked at Qin Yu was also very strange. There was a cold smile on 
his face, and a strong chill was emitted from his body. 



Their eyes met, and the atmosphere was extremely cold. 
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Both of them were staring at each other. Iron Egg had an extremely dark smile on his 
face, while Qin Yu was somewhat vigilant. 

He quietly adjusted his internal Qi to the maximum, ready to make a move at any time. 

At this moment, iron egg stretched his back. 

He walked to Qin Yu, hooked his arm around Qin Yu’s neck, and said with a smile, 
“How are we going to split these Babe? Half each?” 

Hearing this, Qin Yu finally let out a sigh of relief. 

He rolled his eyes and said, “We’ll talk about it later. Why Don’t you throw your 
primordial spirit into the spatial magic artifact and pick it out yourself?” 

Hearing this, iron egg immediately shivered. 

He rolled his eyes and said, “I don’t want to go back to that place for the rest of my life.” 

With Iron Egg’s help, the trip to the northern border would naturally be much easier. 

Therefore, Qin Yu and iron egg left the ye family’s grotto-heaven, intending to go back 
to look for Qu Zhu and the others. 

At this moment, at the northern border. 

Xiao Hai stood on the other side of the Dead River, looking coldly at the other side. 

These past few days, the other side had been terrifyingly quiet. No one had come to the 
northern border. 

However, amidst this silence, there were occasional waves of strange movements. 

These were the strange movements at the northern border. This strange movement 
made Xiao Hai increasingly uneasy. 

“It’s time to set off,”Xiao Hai said in a low voice. 



The monk of Hongxi said, “Even if you cross the river of death, do you have the 
confidence to defeat the Lord of the northern land? The environment there will definitely 
limit your strength.” 

“Even if I can’t, I have to at least delay the time for him to recover,”Xiao Hai’s tone was 
firm and resolute. 

The monk of Hongxi sighed slightly and said, “If you go this time, you won’t be able to 
come back…” 

“Since I’ve made this decision, I’ve never thought of coming back alive.”Xiao Hai turned 
his head and looked at the monk. 

The mask on his face began to fall off inch by inch, revealing his face with a bright 
smile. 

“If I die, please build a tombstone for me.” 

Xiao Hai picked up the fragment of the mask from the ground and handed it to the 
monk. 

The monk of Hongxi put his palms together as if he was silently sending Xiao Hai off. 

At this moment, Xiao Hai’s body was emitting an extremely powerful qi energy. 

This Qi energy was many times stronger than the previous battle! 

If one looked carefully, there seemed to be many divine dragons surrounding his body. 

This was formed from an extremely powerful internal Qi. Its purpose was to resist the 
erosion of the body caused by the death river. 

In the next second, Xiao Hai no longer hesitated. He slowly lifted his feet and stepped 
into the death river. 

“Chi la!” 

The moment he touched the death river, white smoke immediately rose from Xiao Hai’s 
feet! 

His hands seemed to be corroded, and the pain was unbearable! 

But what was shocking was that there was no change in Xiao Hai’s expression at all. 

His rigid side profile could not help but move people. 



As Xiao Hai’s body sank into the Dead River, the white gas became more and more 
obvious, like boiling water vapor. 

Monk Hongxi put his palms together and said in a low voice, “Once a hero goes… he 
will never return. This move will definitely be recorded in the history of the Southern 
Province.” 

Xiao Hai’s talent was extremely high. He was on par with the sect master of the Tianyun 
sect. As long as he wanted to, he could go to the Central Province to explore. 

But in the end, Xiao Hai chose a different path, a path that was better even in death. 

… 

The northern lands. 

The earth was trembling non-stop. 

The three godly monarchs stood in front of the iceberg where the Northern Land’s 
master was sleeping, silently praying for the Northern Land’s master. 

“Have you guys been to the Tianyun Sect?”Sima bei asked coldly. 

“We have,”one of the godly monarchs said. 

Sima bei sneered, “So one person died, right?” 

The two godly monarchs did not speak, as if they knew that they were in the wrong. 

Sima bei continued, “I did not expect that you could return after going to the Tianyun 
sect.” 

“The sect master of the Tianyun sect is not on the Cultivation Mountain at all,”one of the 
godly monarchs said. 

“His strength is beyond our imagination. I suspect that he has already stepped into the 
reversion void stage.”The other godly monarch also sighed slightly. “…” 

Sima Bei’s expression was ice-cold as he said, “After the Lord recovers, we will take 
revenge for him and pay for your stupidity.” 

As he spoke, the earth shook once again! And the ice mountain in front of them was 
shaking non-stop as a huge ice ball rolled down! 

“According to this speed, the Lord should recover very soon.”One of the godly 
monarchs said. 



“At least two months,”Sima bei speculated. 

“Maybe we should speed up the progress,”the other godly king said in a deep voice. 

The recovery of the Lord of the northern land required a large amount of energy. The 
source of this energy was the true qi and spiritual power in the body of the cultivator. 

Over the years, the northern land had transferred an unknown amount of energy to their 
lord before he showed signs of recovery. 

Now, it was finally the time for their lord to recover. 

Right at this moment, the sound of “Shua Shua”came from the snowy ground, as if 
someone had come. 

The three of them turned their heads in unison and looked not far away. 

They saw a person wearing a black robe walking over. 

Sima Bei’s expression changed, and his tone was somewhat cold as he said, “Is this a 
place where you can come?” 

The black robed man hurriedly said, “Lord Sima Bei, something has happened. 
Someone is crossing the Dead River!” 

“Crossing the Dead River?”The three people’s expressions changed drastically when 
they heard this! 

Everyone knew that the Dead River was impossible to cross! 

“Hurry up and bring us there!” 

The three people didn’t dare to think too much and rushed towards the border. 

They arrived at the border and saw a person swimming in the Dead River. 

The flesh on his body was almost completely corroded, but there was not a hint of pain 
on his face. There was only determination. 

“Who is it? !”They frowned and looked at the person in the Dead River. 

But when they saw this face clearly, their backs immediately turned cold! 

This face could be said to be the nightmare of three people! Because they had 
experienced the terror of the Heavenly Cloud Sect’s sect master before! 



“Tian… Heavenly Cloud Sect’s sect master!”Sima bei was the first to tremble! 

The other two godly monarchs also turned pale with fright! 

“He… how could he cross the Dead River? Could it be that he is here to take revenge!” 

Sima bei flew into a rage and said, “I said that you are not allowed to go to the Heavenly 
Cloud sect, but you didn’t listen. Now, this god of plagues has been summoned!” 

Towards the Heavenly Cloud Sect’s sect master, Sima Bei was terrified from the bottom 
of his heart! 

“What’s there to be afraid of? He might not be able to successfully cross the Death 
River. Even if he was lucky enough to cross the Death River, he probably won’t be able 
to display 50% of his strength!”A godly monarch was the first to react! 

“That’s right. In addition to the suppression of spiritual power in the northern lands, he 
might not even be able to display 30% of his strength!”Another godly monarch also 
came back to his senses! 

“In such an environment, so what if he is the sect master of the Tianyun sect? He will 
have to suffer the consequences!” 

“We can also take advantage of this opportunity to take revenge!” 
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The eyes of the two godly monarchs revealed a trace of viciousness, but behind this 
viciousness hid a trace of fear. 

As for Sima bei beside them, he was not as optimistic as they were. 

Although he also felt that what the two godly monarchs said was right, he still felt 
uncertain in his heart. 

He had been afraid of the sect master of the Tianyun sect for too many years, and it had 
long become a psychological shadow. 

In the Dead River, Xiao Hai was pacing with difficulty. White fog would rise up with 
every step he took. 

“Forcefully crossing the Dead River is really unheard of,”Sima Bei said in a low voice. 

The three of them quietly watched Xiao Hai cross the Dead River. 



Soon, more and more people surrounded him. 

They seemed to be shocked by the scene in front of them. 

The banks of the Dead River were already stained with black-robed men, but Xiao Hai 
still did not show any fear. 

It was as if he did not know pain. Despite his bones and flesh being corroded, there was 
no pain on his face. 

This process lasted for several hours. 

After a long time, Xiao Hai finally succeeded in crossing the Dead River. 

Just as the godly monarch had guessed, after crossing the Dead River, Xiao Hai’s 
internal Qi had become much weaker. More than half of his flesh and blood had also 
been corroded. He looked terrible. 

However, his resolute face still moved people. 

“Sect master of the Tianyun sect, we meet again!”One of the godly monarchs shouted. 

“Last time, you killed one of us. This time, I must make you pay the price!”The other 
godly monarch followed closely behind. 

Xiao Hai coldly swept his gaze over the two of them before laughing out loud, “I am not 
the sect master of the Tianyun sect.” 

“Not the sect leader of the Heavenly Cloud Sect? Then who are you?”Everyone was 
stunned. 

Wasn’t the person in front of them the sect leader of the Heavenly Cloud Sect? How 
could he have mistaken that face? 

“What, after fighting for such a long time, you don’t even recognize me?”Xiao Hai coldly 
asked. 

Everyone looked at each other and were momentarily stunned. 

“You… are Xiao Hai? !”Sima bei was the first to react! 

The Man in front of him, regardless of his body shape, wasn’t he Xiao Hai from across 
the Dead River! 

“What? You are actually Xiao Hai?”The two godly monarchs also widened their eyes. 



Why did Xiao Hai look exactly the same as the sect master of the Heavenly Cloud Sect? 
What was the relationship between these two people? 

“Xiao Hai… why do you all have the same face!”Sima bei shouted. 

Xiao Hai looked at him coldly and said, “Is there a need for me to explain to you?” 

“Regardless of whether you are Xiao Hai or the sect master of the Heavenly Cloud Sect, 
you will die today if you come to my northern land!”One of the godly monarchs said 
coldly. 

Sima bei frowned and said, “Why did you pay such a huge price to cross the Death 
River?” 

Xiao Hai coldly said, “Of course it’s for the sake of your northern land’s master. If he 
wants to revive, he has to ask me if I agree!” 

“You dare to have designs on the master? !” 

For a moment, the crowd became restless and everyone flew into a rage! 

“Xiao Hai, how dare you! Our Northern Land’s master is not someone you can lay your 
hands on!” 

“How dare you! You’d better kneel down and apologize to the Master Right Now!” 

The cultivators of the northern lands began to curse loudly, as if they wanted to swallow 
Xiao Hai whole. 

“Hahahahaha!” 

But right at this moment, Xiao Hai burst into laughter! 

His heroic laughter shook the entire world. Countless mountains and rivers were 
shattered in an instant, and the snowflakes that fell from the sky also began to tremble 
violently! 

Many cultivators covered their ears, as if they could not bear the laughter! 

“If any of you are not convinced, feel free to come!”Xiao Hai roared, shaking the heaven 
and earth like a dragon’s Roar! 

“Xiao Hai, let me see what you can do!” 

In the crowd, a black-robed man shouted loudly, and then he directly rushed toward 
Xiao Hai! 



Xiao Hai did not turn his head. He waved his large palm, and a sharp and pure genuine 
qi instantly slapped over! 

That cultivator was not even able to touch a corner of Xiao Hai’s clothes before he was 
directly turned into meat paste! 

Seeing such a terrifying method, everyone could not help but take a step back! 

Sima bei and the others were also greatly shocked in their hearts. 

One had to know that Xiao Hai had just crossed the death river, so his strength would 
definitely be damaged! 

And under the Northern Land’s sky, his strength would once again be suppressed! 

But even under such circumstances, Xiao Hai still had such terrifying battle strength, 
how could people not be shocked! 

“Xiao Hai, if you are willing to submit…” 

“I am not here to listen to your nonsense.”Xiao Hai coldly looked at a godly king. He did 
not say a single word. Stepping on the void, he instantly appeared in front of this godly 
King! 

That godly king’s expression changed drastically. He hurriedly used a spell to protect 
his body! 

Streams of terrifying true qi surrounded his body. At the same time, Xiao Hai’s dragon-
like palm suddenly slapped over! 

“Boom!” 

A terrifying qi energy exploded out, and a powerful shockwave shattered countless 
icebergs! 

The Godly King was pushed back a few steps, and the true qi emitted from his body had 
long been shattered! 

“Xiao Hai, don’t be too arrogant!”Sima bei and the other godly king also stepped over! 

Xiao Hai roared, “There’s no need to talk so much nonsense, die!” 

With that said, Xiao Hai’s hands slid, rapidly evolving his dao technique! 

In a moment, several golden godly dragons condensed in the sky! This was a technique 
that Xiao Hai had evolved using spiritual power. Its power was endless! 



“Die for me!” 

Xiao Hai roared, and the godly dragons in the sky were like a patch of sunlight in the 
darkness of the northern lands, pressing down! 

The three godly monarchs of the northern lands hurriedly responded, but even so, the 
land of the northern lands was still trembling! 

This was an extremely large area of impact, and everyone was affected. Who knew how 
many icebergs were directly shattered! 

Countless cultivators of the northern lands were directly turned into meat paste, and the 
white snowy ground was dyed bright red! 

“Xiao Hai, aren’t you going too far!”A godly monarch roared. 

“I came here today to start a massacre. All of you can go to hell!”Xiao Hai roared loudly, 
and a terrifying spiritual power enveloped the entire area. 

The entire area seemed to be unable to bear Xiao Hai’s tall figure. He was fighting 
against the entire northern lands by himself! 

This would definitely go down in history and be hailed as a hero by future generations. 

Across the river of death, Monk Hongxi clasped his hands together as if he was praying 
for Xiao Hai. 

His arrogant figure would forever remain in monk Hongxi’s heart. 

… 

At this moment, Qin Yu and Iron Egg were looking for Qu Zhu and the others. 

“HMM? What kind of F * cking meat is this? It’s even dried? How come I’ve never eaten 
it before?” 

“Eh? Isn’t this the Tiangang Silkworm? It’s actually cooked? This thing is only delicious 
when it’s Fried!” 

Along the way, iron egg ate whatever he saw. He had been sealed for too long, and he 
had an incomparable thirst for the delicacies of the mortal world. 

Qin Yu paid the bill for him while apologizing to the roadside stall owners. 

Iron Egg had a natural murderous aura. Although the owners felt aggrieved, none of 
them dared to provoke him. 



 


